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ABSTRACT 

This paper explores the efficac y of Lincoln Center Institute style 

aesthetic education in promoting a culture of tran sformative education in a 
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general education se tting . A bri ef hi story of the Lincoln Center Institute, the 

Nashville In sti tute for the Arts , and the Leonard Bernstein Center for 

Education throu gh th e Arts traces th e deve lop ment of aesthetic education at 

the Linco ln Center In stitute, and th e a hvill e In stitute for the Arts's and 

Leonard Bern stein Center's fir st effort in tra n lating ae sth eti c ed ucation into 

th e ge nera l edu ca ti on curri culum . Th e ub equ ent fir t per on narrati ve, 

drawn from th e arti t's fi eld note . report . journ al. per onal interviews, and 

Ema il , desc ribes th e deve lopment and work of a co ll aborati on between two 

sixth grade publi c choo l teac hers and an arti t fr om the traditi on of aesthet ic 

edu ca ti on Teac hin g Arti . ts und er the aegi . of the Bern . tein Cent er. The 

narrati ve foc uses on th e ro le. and co ntri bu tions of th e arti t to the 

partn ership The de cripti on prov ide ane dotal evid ence that thi kind of 

class ro om partn er hip is va lu abl e to teache r . arti t. and tudent and 

sugges ts lines of inquiry fo r furth er developm ent and topi c fo r more 

n goro us resea rch. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

During the 1994-1995 school year, I was privileged to be part of 

something truly wonderful. I am a professional actress, singer, and musician, 

an artist who also works in education through the arts. For ten months I 

collaborated with two sixth grade inner city public school teachers as we 

explored the possibilities for developing and teaching mandated public school 

curricula through the creative and artistic processes inherent in the creation 

and perception of works of art. 

This partnership was established under the aegis of the Leonard 

Bernstein Center for Education through the Arts (LBC) during the first full 

year of the Bernstein Center's pilot model school program. The Bernstein 

Center grew out of the Nashville Institute for the Arts (NIA), which was the 

first arts institution to replicate the Lincoln Center Institute (LCI) approach to 

aesthetic education generated during the 1970s at Lincoln Center in New York. 

There are currently 17 Institutes patterned after Lincoln Center 

Institute methods of aesthetic education in the United States and one in 

Australia. Partnerships between artists and teachers in context of these 

aesthetic education institutes historically have lasted a few weeks and focused 

on the experiential illumination of a single work of art. The Nashville 

Institute for the Arts was the first to experiment with placing artists in a 

school to collaborate with all faculty during the entire school year, over 

several different works of art. This partnership between the NIA and Eakin 



Elementary School in Nashville was called the Eakin School Project (ESP) and 

was begun during the 199 l -1992 school year . 

2. 

The LBC was created during the third year of the Eakin School Project 

(1993-1994), and extended the work into nine other pilot model schools, 

incorporating the Eakin School Project into the pilot model schools program at 

the beginning of the 1994-1995 school year . In thi s fir st full year of the pilot 

model school s program , the Bernstein Center introduced a model for 

collaboration that placed arti sts in partnership with one or two teachers ID 

focu s class room s within each sch oo l. Su an Standbrook , Karen Catignani and 

the auth or compri sed one such partnership at Head Middle Schoo l. 

Documentati on ex i ts whi ch makes the evo luti on of LBC learning 

through the art s from LC! ae theti c educat ion ea il y traceable. The 

deve lopment of aes th eti c edu ca ti on phil o oph y and prac ti ce at LCI ha been 

captured in such doc ument a. re earc h projec t repo rt , grant propo sa l . 

th eses, th e co ll ec ted writin g. from indiYidual in th e admini trati on, and the 

LCI Report (new lett er). The furth er development of ae theti c educati on and 

th e progre ion of th e wo rk int o lea rni ng through the art at th e IA and LBC 

have bee n captured in simil ar way 

In 199 1, with upport from the Lila V. al lace- Reader Di ge t Fund , LCI 

began a tud y th at included fo ur oth er ite to anal ze the effecti veness of 

aes th eti c edu ca ti on. e tabli h it criti ca l component part , and explore ways ID 

whic h aes theti c educati on mig ht deve lop in the future. At the meeting of the 

Assoc iati on of Institutes for Aes th eti c Education at Linco ln Center in New York 

City, a culminatin g conference in 1arch of 1996, LCI reported research 

findin gs that desc ribed evalu ati on of Teac hing Art i t (TA ) training , elements 

of repertoire th at were effecti ve. a measure that had been de vised for 



determining if aes th eti c learnin g has happened, and research to date ,:, n 

inten ificati on, o r furth e r exper imentatio n with aes th etic education me th ods. 

Also presented at the conference were research findin gs from the four other 

sites : Arts Unlimi ted in Bowling Green , Ohio , evaluated Teaching Arti st 

training ; the Arts Education Institute in San Diego described non verbal 

reflection techniques; the Arts in Education Institute in Utica, New York, 

reported on a high school cross curriculum aesthetic education project; and 

NIA recounted collaborations with music specialists (Booth 12 March 1996). 

Impetus for these additional four research projects also came from two 

national conferences in April of 1994. These two conferences, the Aesthetic 

Education Institute "Portfolio" Workshop and the LBC National Fellowship 

Institute for Teaching Artists, were led by the LBC and the NIA (still 

functioning as sister organizations at that time) in Nashville. 

The Teaching Artist Fellowship Conference also launched 26 research 

projects undertaken by Teaching Artists (TAs) from Institutes all over the 
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country . In these projects, TAs were encouraged to create a learning through 

the arts curriculum project, or investigate a particular question in learning 

through the arts and send the report back to the LBC for inclusion in a larger 

report which is being prepared at this time. The lines of inquiry and 

processes in these projects were very diverse. Seventeen projects involved 

collaboration with classroom teachers, at least to the extent that they took 

place in a classroom setting. The focus of the projects varied. The majority of 

them were student centered inquiries, most of which were short term projects 

or dealt with only one work of art. Two projects were parent centered, one was 

teacher centered but concentrated on the use of portfolio as a collaboration 

too l, and one focused on an in-school collaboration that involved a team of 
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several TA working with a team of several teachers. None of these report 

focu ed so lely on the art ist/teacher partnership , none related the actua l work 

in detail , and on ly one (the last) covered an entire school year's work (Perry) . 

Some of the information in this paper will appear as an essay rn the 

book Beyon d Enrichment: Building Effective Arts Partnerships with Schools 

and Your Community written and edited by Jane Remer, to be published in 

spring of 1996. In the spring of 1995, Remer asked Alexander Bernstein if he 

might know of an artist in the Bernstein Center who would be willing to 

contribute an essay dealing with a collaboration between an artist and teacher 

that included practical information and advice from both . The resulting essay 

covers far less material than this paper, and is focused equally on the roles of 

arti st and teacher. 

This paper tell s the story of the collaborative partnership between an 

artist and two teachers over the course of a school year, from the artist's point 

of view . Based on written reports for the LBC, interviews with the teachers , 

minutes from various meetings , Email correspondence, and personal journal 

entries, the work is described as it happened, detailing the roles of artist and 

teacher in the planning and execution of Bernstein Center education through 

the arts curricular activities throughout the year. By looking deeply at the 

roles, tasks, and individual contributions of each participant to the curricular 

projects, it is possible to begin to articulate what is distinctive about the 

contribution of and challenges for the artist, and what is distinctive about the 

contributions of and challenges for the teacher in such a partnership. This 

accoun t of the work, especially observations about what each partner brought 

to the collaboration , as well as descriptions of what the work actually looked 

like (what was actually done), may provide useful and concrete information , 



ideas, or inspiration s for other artists and teachers wh1> are contemplating or 

alread y engaged rn si mil ar artist/teacher partnerships. 

It is not necessary or desirable to repeat here the whole story of the 

development of th e phil osophy and practi ce of aesthetic education and 

Bernstei n Center educati on th rough the art howe er , a brief hi sto ry of the 

LCI, NIA , and LBC and an acknowledgment of th e work of some of the primary 

contributor wi ll pro vide a contex t in which definiti on of term peculiar to 

th ese organizations can be more clearly under tood. and will ground the 

narrati on of "what" wa done in thi particular partner hip and " \i h " it wa 

done. It also will make learer hov. a profe ional performing arti t found 

her elf in a wo rkin g partner hip with tv. profe ional la room tea her 

5 
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CHAPTER II 

HISTORY, METHODS, AND PHTI.,OSOPHY 

The Lincoln Center Institute 

Although there are now 17 Aesthetic Education Institutes in the United 

States and one in Australia, the Lincoln Center Institute (LCI) was the first, and 

it has provided direct assistance in the creation of the rest by sharing theory 

and methods, personnel and training , offering expertise in administrative 

structuring, and assisting fundraising efforts (LCI Report Feb/Mar 1987). 

Education was an integral concern of Lincoln Center from its incorporation m 

1956, and the Lincoln Center Student Program, in its pilot phase, was begun m 

1960. Through the Student Program, specially prepared performing groups 

brought performances to the schools, and young people were brought to 

attend performances at Lincoln Center where they could experience the 

performing arts in context of full professional production values . Mark 

Schubart, who became the first education director at Lincoln Center in 1963 

and who is now Chairman of the Board of the LCI (having recently stepped 

down as Executive Director) , published in 1972 a brief history of the Student 

Program and analysis of a one-year study begun in 1970, which provided 

immediate research and impetus for the creation of LCI. 

In the opening chapter of his book, Performing Arts Institutions and 

Young People, Lincoln Center's Study : "The Hunting of the Squiggle," Schubart 

wrote: 

From the very earliest planning phases of Lincoln Center it was 



recognized th at edu cati on was one of the principal reasons fo r th e 

creati on of th e Center . . . that with the coming together in one 

locati on of a whole array of performing arts institution s it would be 

po ss ible to establish a collaborative , interdisciplinary educational 

program which would be in a unique position to foster interest in 

and appreciation of the performing arts in the schools and to find 

other ways of bringing these arts into the lives of young people . 

[and] the Center's principal efforts would be directed toward the 

general student body , as distinguished from students already taking 

an active interest in the arts . . . . (5) 

Man y aspects of present day aesthetic education--interdisciplinary 

approaches , collaboration with schools, targeting the student population as a 

whole--are represented in this early statement of purpose . 
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Several important steps were taken during the 1960s that moved toward 

the creation of the LCI and aesthetic education as it exists today . In 1965 the 

Program was approved by New York State as a "curriculum related activity" 

which allowed schools to contribute to the cost of the rapidly expanding 

program and helped establish the Program as a public/private partnership. 

In 1967 and 1968 the LCI, in association with the State Education Department, 

presented two workshops for teachers, school administrators , and school board 

members. The LCI previously had developed program notes and teacher's 

manuals, but when it became clear that they could not be adequately used by 

teachers and administrators who lacked the time and "capacity," a new 

approach was devised : 

. . . a group of gifted younger professional artists--musicians , 

dancers, actors, film makers--was recruited and trained to work in 



th e classroom with students and teachers before and after Lincoln 

Center Student Program performances. . . . At first the Resource 

Professionals - or RPs, as they soon came to be known - dealt largely 

with preparation and follow-up for specific performances, but with 

each successive year the range of their activities broadened to 

include participatory experiences in the arts, which began to help 

young people to get at the fundamentals of the artistic experience-

involvement in the truest sense of the word. The RP program proved 

to be highly successful from every point of view. . (Schubart 8) 

The "Resource Professional" became the "Teaching Artist" or "TA" and the 

creation and leading of "participatory experiences" in the arts is the TA's 

primary work. Today, as then, TAs design and lead activities (with both 
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teachers and students) that open up or "unpack" works of art for participants 

by allowing them to experience some of the challenges and processes that the 

artist went through in creating the work of art, allowing them a keener 

perception of and participation in the performance or presentation of the 

work of art. 

One teaching artist, Madelaine Cohen, participated in a training course 

for TAs in the Fall of I 977 and described its powerful effect on her: "Well, my 

mind was blowing up. . . 

done or been involved in 

[It was] the most exciting thing I had ever seen or 

. like a college course in a subject no one ever 

heard of" (3) . By I 979 Cohen was also involved in training new TAs for the LCI 

and other emerging Institutes, including Nashville. She described the work : 

Lincoln Center was very, very clear about what it [the model of 

teaching aesthetic education for TAs] was and what it wasn't. That it 

was not teaching skills of performance, but only skills of perception; 
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that you were trying to teach skill s of perception about works that 

were worth looking at and li stening to ; and that you just focu s on 

aesthetic qualities. . . . What do you see and what is its effect? What 

are the creative choices that have been made? . . The work of art 

has the information, and we're just trying to lead, find a way into it 

and see what it has to tell us . (5) 

Thi s di stinction between teaching skills (which is not a primary focus of 

aesthetic education) and teaching skill s of perception through interaction 

with a work of art (which is a focus) remains central to aesthetic education 

toda y. 

The role of the professional artist as TA was a significant innovation in 

the LCI. A part of the 1970 study's investigation had been concerned with 

locating and interviewing those who were already working in explorations 

that related to the LCI's stated goals , and they found that some organizations 

and individuals already were dealing with similar goals . It was widely 

accepted already as desirable for artists to work in direct contact with students; 

however, LCI maintained the. position that the participation of the artist in 

designing the processes of aesthetic education, as well as executing them, was 

absolutely essential. After all, "The design of a physics curriculum begins 

with physicists, not pedagogues . The same should hold true for the arts" 

(Schubart 65) . 

The success and expansion of the Program created a need for reflection 

and evaluation , and the one-year study funded by the Carnegie Corporation of 

New York (the results of which Schubart reported in his book) began on 

September 1, 1970. During the course of the study, which focused on the 



performing arts and the ways in which an arts institution could enrich tht, 

Jives of young people, two main goals were more clearly articulated: 

. . that programs such as Lincoln Center's should hold as their first 

objective the development among young people of the ability to 

perceive and understand the artistic experience; and .. . to develop 

among young people the ability to determine on the basis of 

understanding and perception, what kinds of artistic expression and 

activity-formal and informal-are to be part of their lives. 

(Schubart 14) 
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These two goals are still central to aesthetic education; the phrasing "artistic 

expression and activity " can be interpreted as an anticipation of the expansion 

of aesthetic education methods into the general curriculum. 

These goals and the program they came to support were grounded in 

John Dewey 's aesthetic philosophy , further articulated by Maxine Greene 

(Interview 7). Dewey had been concerned, as were the artists and educators at 

Lincoln Center, that works of art had come to be perceived as somehow 

separate from the norm of human experience and irrelevant or superfluous to 

it. The connection between a human being's experiential interaction with his 

environment, which is the raw material from which he creates a work of art, 

and the human experiential consequences of interacting with a work of art as 

part of hi s environment, had become separated in our culture from the work 

of art itself. Dewey's concern as a philosopher in aesthetics was ". . . to restore 

continuity between the refined and intensified form of experience that are 

works of art and the everyday events, doings , and sufferings that are 

universally recognized to constitute experience" (3); that is, to make works of 

art relevant and significant in everyday life. 
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Dewey maintai ned that the aestheti c is very present in everyday li fe as 

we ac t in and perceive (what he called "doing" and "undergoing") di screte 

ex peri ences for ourselves out of the continuum of moment to moment 

experi ence by identifying events that have a beginning and are 

rounded to a close that is a consummation and not a cessation" (35 ). He set 

apart .a..n experience (from general experience) as that which has an 

emotionally sati sfying unity and is " . complete in itself, standing out because 

marked out from what went before and what came after" (36) . Hence Dewey's 

statement that ". . . the esthetic is no intruder in experience from without, 

whether by way of idle luxury or transcendent ideality, but that it is the 

clarified and inten sified development of traits that belong to every normall y 

complete experience" (46). The arti st' s task, in creating a work of art out of 

experience, is to eliminate everything that does not contribute to the "mutual 

organization " of doing and undergoing within the work of art , always 

" .. . framed for the enjoyed recepti ve perception" of the perceiver (48 ). 

The perceiver's role is not passive observation , however. Just as 

"everyone know s that it requires apprenticeship to see through a microscope 

or telescope," works of art also are not immediately open to the untrained 

perceiver. "For to perceive, a beholder must create his own experience. And 

his creati on mu st include relations [of doing and undergoing] comparable to 

those whi ch the original producer underwent" (53-54). LCI aesthetic 

education practices allowed students and teachers to experience for themselves 

something of the process of doing and undergoing undertaken by the arti st, 

but grounded in their own perceptions and abilities. Participants, by honing 

skills as percei vers through addressing the challenges and processes of the 

art ist's doing (arti stic ) and perceiving (aesthetic ), were able to participate in 
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the arti sti c-aesthetic dialec ti c inherent in the creation of a work of art , 

honing their own skills of aesthetic perception so that they could more 

successfu ll y and satisfyingly complete the artistic-aesthetic event as audience 

to a work of art. 

Dewey pointed out that there is no word in the English language that " 

unambiguously includes what is signified by the two words 'artistic' and 

'esthetic' " (46). Maxine Greene, who provided much of the early theoretical 

basis for the developing practices of LCI, has used the phrase "artistic-

aesthetic" to holistically embrace the integrated parts of doing and 

undergoing that together encompass a work of art and its audience (e.g., 

Greene "Summary"). As philosopher in residence at the LCI since the mid 

1970s , Greene has written , taught, and spoken extensively about aesthetic 

education . Yet, in an interview with the author in July of 1995, Greene 

hastened to make clear that the philosophy which she has developed in 

conjunction with the work of the LCI over the years is "not the only possible 

philosophy of aesthetic education ," and that she has drawn heavily on Dewey 

and existential philosophers (7). 

In the same conversation, she described three concepts which she 

deemed important in the work at LCI. The first is that the work is experiential : 

". . . we tend to accept the Dewey an idea about art as experience . .. that 

depends a lot on the participant's role in making something happen" (to 

complete the work of art) . The second is transactional : "if a human being is 

always in an active and changing transaction with the environment then 

she affects what's around her. When you transact with a work of art, it's like a 

two way communication, or a conversation, or dialogue. The third is 

constructivist: ". . . the construction of meaning. That meaning is not hidden 
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in True West [one of the works under study by LCI at the time], that meaning is 

construc ted as you experience it. I'm not sure that what I saw is what Sam 

Shepard had in mind ... I constructed it as meaningful against my own life" 

(7) . These three concepts have come to be part of the basis for the ongoing 

work at LCI and LBC. 

In her remarks to the 1985 LCI Summer Institute, Greene described the 

philosophy and work of the LCI in practical terms of its effect on the 

individual in society, and described "aesthetic literacy," the ultimate goal of 

LCI aesthetic education : 

We are creating spaces here, spaces of excellence, seriousness, and 

imaginative possibility .. The focus, as you know, is on aesthetic 

education; our effort is to nurture a crucial , often neglected mode of 

literacy-what is called aesthetic literacy . This involves a deliberate 

effort to nurture informed awareness of works of art , a more 

discriminating appreciation of plays, dance performances, music , 

paintings , works of literature. Because we want teachers , and, in 

time, the children to engage actively and authentically with works 

of art , because we want to do what we can to overcome the passivity 

and unconcern that mark so much of life today, our teaching artists 

work not only for understanding of their particular art forms. They 

do what good teachers have always done . . . they create the kinds of 

vi tal situations that release persons for active exploration-in this 

case, for seeing, hearing, moving, imagining, and (not of the least 

importance) deciphering , cracking the codes of the several arts 

(" On Defining" 1 + ). 



Aes thetic edu cati on at LCI was Dewey's "apprenticeship " in percepti on in the 

vari ous arts, an education in aesthetic literacy . 

With the goal of pro viding an education in aesthetic literacy , the 

Lincoln Center Institute was officially begun in 1974, and a demonstration 

plan in vol ving a small number of schools was developed. In 1975 the LCI 

Board of Directors met officially for the first time, and the faculty of TAs 

numbered 20. With the first full three-week training Summer Session for 

teachers in 1976, all of the elements of Institute aesthetic education were in 
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place (Cury 23-25) . The LCI and schools united in a public/private partnership 

in which teachers attended Summer Institute aesthetic education sessions led 

by TAs to investigate works of art available for their students during the 

upcoming school year, and to continue their own investigations in aesthetic 

literacy. During the school year, TAs working in partnership with teachers, 

prepared students to attend works of art chosen by their teachers during the 

Summer In stitute session . 

From its earliest days the LCI attracted national and international 

attention , with artists, educators, and others participating in Summer Sessions 

and observing school year activities . Many who came to observe found 

something that they wanted to recreate using their own local arts resources. 

The LCI encouraged these other locations to develop their own , freestanding 

insti tuti ons the better to serve both the program and their individual 
' 

com mun itie s (LCI Report Feb/Mar 1987 1). Nashville was one such community. 



The Nashville Institute for the Art s 

The Nashville Institute for the Arts began as the general notion of a 

group of Nashville community leaders in the Spring of 1978. They thought 

that the new, nearly completed Tennessee Performing Arts Center (TPAC) 

might somehow " be integrated into the school system so it would offer 

benefits to the community" (Massey Interview). At the invitation of the 

Nashville University Center, a consortium of private colleges in Nashville 
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which also was interested in TPAC, " thirty-five leaders from the academic, 

cultural and business communities and from the Metropolitan Nashville Public 

Schools [met] to discuss how the city schools could use artistic resources more 

productively to meet common educational goals" (Massey "Inventing" 3). The 

meeting was chaired by Michael Charry, then the Music Director and 

Conductor of the Nashville Symphony Association . He was familiar with the 

four-year-old LCI through his association with Mark Schubart, and it was he 

who suggested that the group might look at the LCI as a model for a similar 

institution in Nashville . 

As a result of Charry's initial meeting, the Institute was chartered 

(making it the first Institute to be created after the LCI) . A grant from the 

Tennessee Arts Commission allowed a group of Nashvillians to participate in 

the LCI Summer Session , a group of about 20 people which included principals 

and teachers from the Metro School system, representatives from other 

educational and arts organizations and from the business community. The 

group returned very enthusiastic about the LCI and the prospects of creating a 

similar Institute in Nashville affiliated with TPAC as its "educational arm" 

(Massey "Concept " 1 ). This affiliation continued through the mid-l 980s. 



In 1979 the NIA was incorporated and the Metropolitan School Board 

committed to a $15,000 budget for the 1980-1981 school year. The Junior 
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League of Nashville answered an appeal to the private sector for additional 

funding , and a public/private partnership which continues to the present was 

created . Throughout 1978 and 1979, staff members from the LCI advised and 

participated in every aspect of the NIA's organization, and in 1979 a group of 

Nashvillians again attended the LCI Summer Session in order to become more 

familiar with the Institute methods and develop recommendations of the NIA . 

Observation by Nashvillians of classroom activities in New York, attendance at 

the LCI Artist Orientation Session for training and selecting T As , and a 

training and selection session for Nashville TAs led in Nashville by TAs from 

LCI all contributed to the development of the new Institute. The first NIA 

Summer Session for teachers , staffed by a combination of LCI and new NIA TAs , 

was held in June, 1980 and was attended by over 60 teachers and 14 principals . 

It was the intention of those involved with the NIA to replicate as 

precisely as possible the theories and processes of the LCI, and that effort is 

reflected even today in basic methodology and practice. Andrew Krichels, a 

dancer and choreographer who began working with the LCI in 1978 and the 

NIA in 1981 , provided a concise description of the heart of both programs: 

a valuable work of art , a TA familiar with the language, and a teacher who had 

been to Summer Session and was committed to doing it. Those three elements 

[guaranteed] sure-fire success" (3) . 

Following the methods and principles of the LCI, the NIA has continued 

to thri ve and grow. More than 120 teachers attended the 1995 Summer Session, 

18 of whom were participating for the first time ("NIA Annual Report" 3). 

(Thi s number does not represent the many teachers who are not required to 
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att end Summer Sess ion every year due to their previous and ongoing 

parti cipation in NIA's programs.) During the 1994-1995 school year, 57 publi c 

and IO private school s participated in aesthetic study units. In the public 

schools, over 29,000 students and 522 teachers took part in the program ("NIA 

Annual Report " 1 ). The basics of LCI-style aesthetic education translated very 

successfully from New York to Nashville. 

However, from the beginning there were some differences in approach , 

emphasis and detail between LCI and NIA based on dissimilarities in location 

and population , the logistics of performance and presentation, and personal 

philosophies or attitudes . One such difference involved the distribution of 

funds and level of TA involvement. In New York, where each school had its 

own budget, LCI proposed that schools use roughly half their budget for TA 

visits and half for performances . In reality, teachers frequently chose fewer 

works of art and more TA visits, or the opposite. In Nashville, where there was 

one unified budget on behalf of the entire school system, a more formal 

arrangement was almost immediately established. Scott Massey, then Director 

of the NIA, also felt that the Institute could make a more concentrated impact 

on the schools if the work were a bit more structured, and he formalized the 

idea of the "aesthetic study unit" (Interview 6) . A study unit consisted of a 

TA/teacher consultation session in which the team collaboratively planned 

their approach to the work of art, teacher-led classroom investigation, three 

TA visits in the classroom during which the TA led investigations, a 

performance, and follow-up work with students by the teacher. This basic 

formula helped insure some consistency at all stages of the process. 

Related to the development of study units at the NIA was the creation of 

a guidebook for each study unit. Written by T As and staff members 
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(i ndi vidu al ly or in combi nati on), these guidebooks contained some 

background and support information , but primarily were detailed descripti ons 

of aesthetic education activities for a particular work of art (see Appendix A 

for sample lesson plans). These guidebooks , available to both TA and teachers , 

were intended to serve as a starting point or suggested course of action for the 

investigation of the work of art, rather than a prescribed course of study for 

the piece . 

In addition to supporting a certain consistency in curriculum, the 

guidebooks may have been very important in the development of another 

important characteristic of the NIA, that of constant self-examination . John 

Knowles , one of the first and most influential of the NIA TAs, felt that by 

actually having to write down and specifically articulate what they were 

doing, TAs became "clarifiers, if not innovators" in the process (1). This 

ongoing reflection on the part of TAs and other staff members , combined with 

Massey's strong impulse as both philosopher and administrator to describe, 

quantify, and make available every aspect of the process, made ongoing 

evaluation and evolution an important part of the NIA's work. 

The Leonard Bernstein Center for Education through the Arts 

In 1990 the NIA created an Advisory Committee, known informally as 

"the Bob Group," made up of senior TAs and staff. This group served as a 

"think tank," the goal of which was to gather the most experienced and 

visionary T As for long term commitment to think through the ideas and 

practices at the core of successful aesthetic education. These core ideas were 

then explored for their application to broader learning issues (Booth 19 
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Febru ary l 996 ). It was in the attempts of this Committee to create a ri ch 

description of Institute aesthetic education, and possibly to find a model of thi s 

educational approach that could apply to all teaching (Booth "Model" 1 ), that 

the fund amental ideas for the Leonard Bernstein Center for Education through 

the Arts (LBC) were first seriously investigated. Eric Booth, senior TA at both 

LCI and NIA, and eventually leader of the Advisory Committee, identified the 

key questions , repeatedly asked aloud, from which the concept of the LBC 

arose : What are the key elements that make aesthetic education powerful, 

unique, deep? What exactly is the connection between learning in general 

and the best practice of aesthetic education? What would aesthetic education 

look like if it were in a whole school (13 February 1996)? 

From these investigations the Eakin School Project (ESP), precursor to 

the LBC, was born. In order to investigate all of the key questions, but 

particularly the last (What would aesthetic education look like if implemented 

school-wide?) the NIA needed a partner school, and in 1991 sent out informal 

inquiries to locate an interested school. Eakin Elementary School, a school 

with a highly visible commitment to innovation and excellence, answered the 

call. Eakin was an ideal partner in that it had demonstrated a long term 

dedication to the NIA and aesthetic education, and had a core of very 

experienced NIA teacher/leaders. The ESP was launched during the 1991-1992 

school year. Booth, writing as its Planning Director in "An Introduction to the 

Eakin School Project," described it as involving the entire community of the 

Eakin School, a kindergarten through sixth grade, multicultural public school 

in Nashvi lle, including about 700 students, 32 teachers, parents and the Parent 

Teacher Organization, the Junior League of Nashville, local arts organizations, 

and interested local businesses. In the same paper he summarized the project 
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as fo unded upon the belief that aesthetic education as developed by the 

Nashville In stitute for the arts for over a decade provides a profound kind of 

learnin g that offers a significant enhancement to elementary education when 

extended throughout an entire school" (1-2) . 

It is beyond the scope of this paper to trace all the Jines of inquiry that 

have been followed , and are being pursued to this day, in developing and 

articulating the LBC philosophy of "learning through the arts" that was 

manifested in the ESP and continues to be developed in the LBC; however, it is 

important to examine those theories and methods that were referenced most 

consistently by those in the field during the development of the LBC in order 

to appreciate some of the activities and strategies undertaken in the 

artist/teacher partnership described in Chapter IV and Chapter V. 

At the center of LBC learning through the arts is the assumption that " . 

. of all subject matter, the arts provide the richest domain for inquiry (Booth 

"Introduction" 7), and that the processes of investigation acquired in aesthetic 

education could then be used in other domains. As Greene wrote in the LCI 

Report in October of 1986: 

. aesthetic education addresses itself to the full range of human 

potentiality : the cognitive, the affective, the sensual, the 

perceptual, the imaginative .. .it provokes active, reflective, concrete 

engagements with the subject matter under study. (1) 

The assumption in Nashville was (and continues to be) that these new habits of 

engagement would translate throughout an academic curriculum. 

Scott T. Massey, Director and President of the NIA from 1981 to 1995 and 

a Ph .D. in Philosophy, not only had encouraged members of the organization 

in the habit of self-reflection, but also had striven himself to articulate clearly 
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the theory and process of aesthetic education . When Massey began to think 

about the possibilities that aesthetic education might hold for education 

reform , he reviewed the work of other philosophers and theorists for clear 

articulation of the kind of learning that went on m an aesthetic education 

classroom, and the broader implications this kind of learning might have in a 

general education setting. In essays and addresses in the late 1980s (e.g ., 

Memphis, TN 1988; Tulsa, OK 1989; "Position Paper" 1990) and frequently in 

working conversations, Massey referenced Philip Jackson's book The Practice 

of Teaching. particularly his explanation of "mimetic" and "transformative" 

education. 

In the mimetic model of education, knowledge is defined as a specific 

body of information (e.g ., a list of state capitals) and the student "imitates" the 

teacher by learning and reproducing thi s knowledge . In the transformative 

model of education knowledge is equated with understanding--it is not clear 

information, but a puzzle or paradox (Tul sa, 1-3). In his Memphis address , 

Massey continued : 

The role of the teacher, thus, Jackson explains , is not to transfer 

specific skills or data, but to invite the student into the puzzle or 

paradox . Together, in this tradition, the teacher and the student 

explore a maze of concepts and meanings virtually as equals, and in 

the process of exploring the puzzle, both the teacher and the student 

are transformed . The result of this transformation is wisdom . The 

Institute's approach to the study of the arts falls within this latter 

tradition of education . (3) 

T to translate the model of aesthetic education as he ESP was an attempt 

an academic curriculum, with works of transformative education throughout 



art at the center of multi -layered investigations to draw in and inspire 

participants in a wider and deeper learning process. TAs and teachers, 
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working in a partnership based on the TA/teacher collaborative model , shared 

experti se in arts and academics , working collaboratively to plan and execute 

curricular projects . 

That the model of a TA/teacher collaboration would be at the heart of 

thi s new experiment was another key assumption of the NIA as they began 

thi s Institute/school collaboration. During the first year of the ESP Andrew 

Krichels , a TA in dance with LCI and NIA since the late 1970s, was chosen to 

take this central role . Krichels had been involved in training new TAs for 

many emerging Institutes, and was a member of the Advisory Committee. As 

TA for an entire school, he began the transition from NIA Teaching Artist to 

ESP Artistic Director, which eventually became (in June of 1994) the LBC 

Artistic Design Consultant (ADC). During the first year of the ESP, Krichels 

served "as a kind of all-purpose Teaching Artist (TA). . (Booth "Artistic 

Director" 3) . He not only performed most of the TA work in aesthetic education 

throughout the school, he al so collaborated with individual teachers in 

finding ways to extend the investigations beyond the works of art and into the 

general curriculum. As Booth wrote in May of 1994: 

The need for the term Artistic Director arose from the realization 

that Andrew was working far beyond the traditional boundaries of a 

TA. With teachers, he was designing classroom projects that related 

to works of art they were studying; he was helping them with 

documentation; he was often consulting about the flow of many 

projects in the classroom. ("Artistic Director" 3). 
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Kr ichels and the Eakin teachers were beginning to design curriculum projec ts 

that were grounded in and inspired by a work of art , that included an in depth 

investigation of one or more topics from the mandated academic curriculum, 

and th at were created in the transformative rather than the mimetic model. 

Kri chels continued in his role as sole Artistic Director (AD) with the ESP 

during the second year (1992-1993) of the project. He was joined by Jane 

Perry (TA in theatre) and the author (TA in theatre, music , dance and opera) 

as associate ADs for the 1993-1994 school year, each AD working with specific 

grade level classrooms, all classrooms included . With multiple disciplines and 

TA teaching backgrounds and styles now represented in the ESP, the role of 

the AD continued to develop. The ADs also met at least weekly with Bonnie 

Hyde, a sixth grade Eakin teacher who had taken a year's leave of absence in 

order to manage the project, and Laura Frazier, research assistant, to plan and 

assess the process and progress of the work. Booth, in his role as Planning 

Director, and Larry Scripp, a researcher with Harvard Project Zero (working 

as part of the Lila Wallace-Readers Digest Fund research project) also 

participated in the planning and process . 

One of Scripp's major contributions was bringing Howard Gardner's 

theory of multiple intelligences directly to the table . Gardner's theory had 

been menti oned as compatible with aesthetic education and the emerging ideas 

about learning through the arts, (e.g. Massey "Position Paper;" Booth 

"Introduction to the ESP"), but now the theory became a touchstone during 

planning sess ions. Gardner holds that, rather than one unitary, quantifiable 

· I full range of intelligences that had intelligence, most indi vidua s possess a 

I " Gardner's criteria for measuring heretofore been described as "ta ents . 

whether a talent were actually an intelligence included: 
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Each intelligence mu st have a developmental feature, be observable 

in special populati 0n s such as d. · ,. · · pro 1g1es or 1d1ots savants ,' provide 

some evidence of localization in the brain, and support a symbolic or 

notational system. (Campbell, Campbell, and Dickenson xv) 

Gardner also suggested that "smartness" in these intelligences could be defined 

in very pragmatic terms: 

The ability to solve problems that one encounters in real life 

The ability to generate new problems to solve 

The ability to make something or offer a service that is valued 

within one's culture. (Campbell, Campbell, and Dickenson xv) . 

Finally, Gardner defined seven intelligences . Linguistic intelligence and 

logical/mathematical intelligence are those most represented in the 

traditional classroom. Also included were: spatial intelligence--instills the 

capacity to think in three-dimensional terms (sailors , pilots, sculptors , 

painters, architects); bodily/kinesthetic intelligence--enables one to 

manipulate objects and fine-tune physical skills (athletes, dancers , surgeons, 

crafts people) ; musical intelligence--sensitivity to pitch , melody , rhythm, and 

tone (composers, conductors , musicians , critics , instrument makers, sensitive 

listeners ); interpersonal intelligence--the capacity to understand and interact 

effecti vely with others (teachers, social workers, actors, politicians) ; 

intrapersonal intelligence--the ability to perceive an accurate model of 

oneself and use such knowledge in planning and directing one's life 

(theo logians, psychologists, philosophers) (Campbell, Campbell, and Dickinson 

xv -x vi i) . 

A direct parallel frequently was discussed between work in the various 

arts di sciplines (theatre , dance, music, visual arts, literature) and the comfort 
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or chall enge of learning and express ion for studen ts whose strength s lay in 

different intelligence . 
Attendin g to multiple intelli gence theory prompted 

the AD s and teachers to design curri·cula that used activities from several 

different art di sc iplines , allowing each student to work in her or hi s most 

comfortable mode , while being challenged to use new strategies in other 

modes as well. 

Scripp also introduced the book Teaching and Learning through 

Multiple Intelligences (Campbell, Campbell, and Dickinson) which was 

particularl y helpful in providing concrete examples of investigating general 

academic topic s through the use of arts based skills and processes. Although 

there were many similarities between the work described in the book and the 

work being designed by the ADs and teachers in the ESP, there were also 

fundamental differences . Not every activity described in the Campbell book 

was drawn from the arts, and curricula in the ESP were designed not only with 

the skills and proces s of the arts in mind, but also were grounded in and 

inspired by a particular work of art simultaneously under investigation . The 

planning process for these curricula was enhanced by having several arts 

di sci plines represented by the three ADs, and much of the weekly meetings 

was given over to cooperative planning. 

Another main component of the ESP grew out of the work of the NIA 

Advisory Committee . The initial investigations of philosophy and practice at 

LCI had included activity, reflection, and documentation, but over the years 

the T A's work at both Institutes had come to emphasize activity. One of the 

· d · Comm1'ttee was to "redress this imbalance" even main purposes of the A v1sory 

as other si tes and LCI itself were engaging in similar inquiries (Booth "AE 

Portfolio " 4) . Led by Booth , the entire NIA TA faculty was trained in 
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reflection and documentation practices, and Scripp also brought a wealth of 

previous experience in portfolio practices to the project. As a result, portfolio 

work (reflection and documentation) was integrated into general TA practices, 

and became an integral part of every ESP curriculum project. The particular 

combination of reflection, documentation, and meta-reflection that became 

the LBC Process-Portfolio (P-P) began in the design and activities of Booth , 

Scripp, the ADs and a group of 10 dedicated teachers (called the Research 

Group) in the ESP (Booth "AE Portfolio" 1-5). Intense work on developing the 

P-P into an alternative assessment tool , as well as a means of grounding and 

deepening learning m the transformative model , continues to the present. 

Booth wrote that when Leonard Bernstein met the NIA in 1988, "he had 

dedicated himself to this same kind of transformative education and was 

excited to discover an organization that had a decade of programs in 'his kind 

of learning' with teachers and students" ("Living Legacies " 1). It was , in part , 

an examination of Bernstein 's legacy as an educator as well as artist that 

provided the impetus behind the creation of the LBC. Bernstein wrote: 

A great teacher is one who can light a spark in you , the spark that 

sets you on fire with enthusiasm for music or whatever you happen 

to be studying. Because it's only out of enthusiasm that curiosity 

comes , and you have to be curious about things in order to want to 

learn about them. 

the desire to know . 

That's where real knowledge comes from-from 

For instance, you can study the history of the 

Civil War until you are blue in the face, memorizing battles and 

d l s· but if you don't care about the Civil generals and dates an p ace , 

War, you'll wind up not knowing a darn thing about it. But if you are 

have a teacher who makes it a part of your life, part lucky enough to 
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of your country and your past-then you can drink in whole gallons 

of dates and names and places , d an never forget them , because you 

learned them out of enthus1·asm . (F · d · 
in in~ s 187 and 332) 

The impulse behind what became LBC learning through the arts was to provide 

teachers and students with a ready means for k' h · · spar mg ent usiast1c 

engagement with topics from all domains by accessing and directing the 

enthusiastic engagement that occurs in the investigation, through aesthetic 

education, of works of art . Aesthetic education methods were proven to create 

Bernstein's "desire to know." 

Bernstein's son, Alexander Bernstein , described his father as being 

"deeply impressed : by the NIA's work in Nashville schools, and by the NIA's 

investigations into the connection between art and all learning" (3 ). As the 

foundation for the LBC was being established Bernstein died in October 1990, 

and hi s family and estate honored his enthusiasm by joining with the NIA, co

founding the LBC (Booth "Living Legacies" 1-2). 

The Inaugural LBC Summer Session for teachers , held in conjunction 

with and patterned after the NIA Summer Session, was conducted in June of 

1994. By the end of the third year of the ESP (Spring 1994) the LBC had 

developed a clear mission statement, and Massey also had formulated five basic 

strategies to pursue the mission . Both were clearly stated in the information 

and program booklet distributed to all participants and guests of the Summer 

Sess ion . The mission statement, or "Overview" read as follows: 

The Leonard Bernstein Center for Education through the Arts is a 

national research and development center which uses the arts and 

technology as a new approach to learning . At the heart of the 

Bernstein Center educational philosophy lies Leonard Bernstein's 



view of the arts as a model of understanding and a stimulus to the 

love of learning. The C t ' en er s programs go beyond arts "infusion" 

and arts appreciation" to place h · of t e creative process at the center 

learning and schooling . The Center carries forward Bernstein's 

educational legacy by developing new approaches and roles for the 

arts in transforming education for students of all backgrounds and 

learning styles. (1) 
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The emphasis on "research and development" had become apparent during the 

third year of the ESP with the addition of Frazier and Scripp to the project, as 

all participants were asked to begin recording their work and observations, 

and with the continued development of the P-P as a way to capture the work. 

Also in the Summer Session booklet, the five strategies were described : 

The Arts as a Fundamental Model of Knowing and Learning : 

Define the structure and impact of 'education through the arts ' from the 

point of view of the arts as a primary and pervasive mode of 

understanding , and how it can be developed in Nashville public schools 

and exported nationally . Viewing the art s, and the process of creating 

and constructing meaning modeled in the arts, as a fundamental model 

of knowledge is a distinguishing feature of the Bernstein Center's 

approach. 

Pro-Active Curricula : Develop and eventually export enactive, 

open-ended, project-based curricular models in various media that 

engage all students in exploring diverse and powerful 'objects of study,' 

and which support the natural, joyful flow of learning through the 

arts . 

f Evl.dence of Understanding: Devise appropriate, Assessments or 



authen ti c and powerful methods of documenting and evaluating 

learning "in and through the arts ." T his approach to assessment 

emphasizes understanding, student initiative, eliciting and honoring 

a wide range of intelligences and symbol systems--as well as 

fostering 'job marketable skills' for all of our children. The 

Bernstein Center is develop1·ng a new assessment tool, the Process-

Portfolio, which can document active learning and support students 

in becoming joyful, life long learners. 
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New Learning Technologies : Demonstrate how novel technologies 

and new adaptations of conventional tools and resources--especially 

those which effectively fuse the arts with technology--can be used 

as potent 'catalysts for learning' in schools. 

Teachers as Reflective Practitioners: Consider teacher 

continuing professional development in terms of building and 

supporting reflective practices that model habits of life long learning . 

(2) 

These five strategies pro vided practical touch stones for curriculum planning 

throughout the following year. 

During the fall of the school year prior to the Inaugural LBC Summer 

Session (1993), the NIA had solicited proposals from all Metropolitan Nashville 

Public Schools who were interested in becoming partners in the new 

organization. Nine new schools were selected by a committee of 15 community 

leaders , and Eakin was included as the ESP was absorbed into the LBC pilot 

model school program. Head Middle School , an inner city school that included 

pre-kindergarten , kindergarten , fifth, and sixth grade classes, was among 

those selected . I was assigned as Arti stic Design Consultant for this school. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

PARTICIPANTS, RESOURCES, AND LOGISTICS 

Head Middle School is located in the inner-city Nashville community . It 

serves the local community in pre k' d - m ergarten and kindergarten classes, as 

well as the local community and stude t b d · f 1 o n s use m rom a subdivision about 

miles away in fifth and sixth grade classes. In the 1994-1995 school year, Head 

employed 41 classroom teachers, six teacher aides, one art teacher, and one 

music teacher, and enrolled 833 students (Profile 2-4) . Head has been widely 

recognized as a school in which teachers are encouraged to experiment toward 

finding their own best way of doing things. In the 1994-1995 school Profile 

the principal, Nancy Rhea , wrote, "We welcome diversity and innovative 

thought from every individual involved with our school" (3). Head had also 

enjoyed a long, active history of aesthetic education with the NIA, and its 

teachers already had begun expanding investigations of works of art beyond 

the boundaries of aesthetic education. 

Two new ADs (or Artistic Design Consultants--ADCs--as they were now 

called) were selected from among the top I As with the NIA, and one newly 

retired teacher who had been an NIA teacher for many years and was a key 

leader with the ESP also joined this group. This expanded community of ADCs, 

along with different and assorted staff members, continued the tradition of 

weekly meetings for collaborative planning, support, problem solving, and 

the ongoing task of articulating the possible roles of the artist and the arts in 

general education. 
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Preliminary planning and design had begun in each of the designated 

10 LBC schools by the beginning of 1994, well before the Inaugural Summer 

Ses sion . Rather than trying to replicate the model at Eakin in which all 

teachers were given the opportunity (and strongly urged ) to wo rk with the 

AD--and so the AD's time and energy were wide ly pread , with little time to 

work deepl y with any one teac her- -each schoo l wa encouraged to elec t a 

Focus Classroom Teacher who would work clo el with an ADC. and to put 

togeth er a Design Team (whi ch would include the Fo u Cl a room Tea her) 

th at would create ways to spread the work th roughout th e choo l. The LBC felt 

th at thi would be a more produ cti ve and effi ie n1 way in whi h to reate 

tron g model s in learnin g through the art . . 1 Head. u an land roo k. an 

IA teac her for ix year wa de igna1ed o u. la . r m Tea her. Karen 

Cati gnani , an IA tea her f r eight •ear. and nta t tea her f r the wa . 

al so ve ry interes ted in the proj I. he and u. an had already een the 

potenti al in linkin g ae . theti tu dy unit with the lJ to urri ular pi and 

,n the 1993- 1994 choo l yea r had e un w rking toge ther make the e 

co nn ec ti ons within thei r la. r m. (_ 0 , em er I ). 

u. an. Karen. and ere the pri n ipal in the Ila rative LB 

partner hip at Head Middl e h ol. and the end of the h ear I \ a 

workin g in Karen's la ro om aim t a mu h a u an· ffi ially d ig nated 

Foc us Cl a ro om. Some member f th e fa ulty wh had n a tive wi th the 

NIA , or had joined the pr gram during the ummer e ion 1n 1994 (a total of 

about 55 % of the fac ult y) . be ame De ign Team mem er . and all ontinued 10 

participa te 111 NIA ae theti c tud unit ( er\'i e Report ). 

Own parti ul ar trai ning. ex peri ence. and The three of us brought our 

interes ts to the partner hip . Su an ' undergradu ate deg ree wa in p ychology, 
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and before returning to school t b 0 ecome a teacher she had worked for five 

years as a social worker and counselor for teenagers. A teacher for Metro 

Nashville for seven years, she had taught both fi"fth and sixth grades . Susan's 

first link to the arts occurred through public school field trips to 

performances of the Nashville Symphony and Nashville Academy Theatre , and 

her interest in the arts expanded to include dance and visual arts as she got 

older. Karen had taught for Metro Nashville for 21 years, almost all of it at the 

sixth grade level. Her undergraduate degree was in Elementary Education, and 

she had also completed a M.Ed. in Middle School Curriculum. Her interest in 

the arts had intensified in high school where an English teacher who taught 

her for three years inspired her to think about more clearl y and appreciate 

more deeply the written word, an appreciation and habit of thou ght that was 

transmitted into other art forms (Con versa ti on 25 April ). 

As a stage actor and singe r, I had worked th roughout the Southeas t in 

over I 00 plays and mu sical re views, and had recent ly begun working in film 

and television as well. I also had worked exten ive ly a a vocal coach, taught 

ac tin g workshops and pri vate guitar Jes on , and had wo rked for seven yea rs 

as an artist collaborating with Head Start teacher in the Wolf Trap Early 

Learning through the Arts program , administered in as hvi ll e by the NIA . 

Through my work with the NIA and LBC, I had developed a keen interest in 

systematic reflection and portfolio use , and had led wo rkshops exploring these 

· · It 1·s also relevant th at I came from a famil y topics for the two organizations. 

of educators, many of whom (including my mother, father, three 

an aunt) had tau ght in the public school sys tem in Western grandparents and 

North Carolina. This meant that , coming into the rel ationship , I was strongly 

h II and rh ythm s of public school education . grounded in the rewards , c a enges, 
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The LBC provided many of both the resources and the expectations that 

formed the framework for our collaborat1· on . In a memo dated 2/18/94 and 

included in the packet of materials presented to each ADC at the beginning of 

the school year, the LBC stated that it would provide: elements for two NIA 

study units including the services of a TA, guidebooks, and tickets; support and 

consultation from an Artistic Director [sic]; technology support; support and 

consultation in reflection and portfolio use; an LBC Summer Session; and a 

Young People's Concerts curriculum package (previously developed by John 

Knowles and Larry Scripp) . 

The LBC's expectations from our partnership were most concretely 

stated in a document titled "Design Consultant Outcomes and Related Research 

Support for the Bernstein Center Schools Project" which I received with my 

contract on August 25, 1996. Desired outcomes from our partnership included: 

a visibly different classroom modeling LBC practices defined by the five 

strategies; a year-long model of LBC pro-active curriculum; monthly reports 

with a year-end roll-up; my journal of "discoveries/questions/puzzles;" 

documented evidences of student outcomes in knowledge, skills, and values; 

and that I [we] participate in three plenary meetings over the course of the 

year that would include LBC staff, ADCs, and all l O Design Teams (1-2). These 

"outcomes" were much less confusing when considered together in action 

than when broken down separately on paper. Our task was to create and 

execute learning through the arts curriculum projects which included 

reflection and good documentation, and periodically share our findings with 

the other schools and ADCs . 

l. · planning at the beginning of 1994, and at the During their pre 1mrnary 

LBC T t Head (as well as the Design Teams at Summer Session, the Design earn a 



each of the other nine schools) had also created its own set of goals and 

expected outcomes framed in two one-page documents titled "Mission" and 
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"Results" (received August 17, 1994). The statements in these documents speak 

eloquently of the Head teachers' passion for education and willingness to 

undertake the new work of this pilot project: 

MISSION 

*promote active, joyful learning though arts-based education 

*involve parents and the community so that the arts become a core 

element of students' lives 

*model and develop the joy of learning and the desire for 

understanding that are the core of Leonard Bernstein's legacy 

*create an environment that students and teachers look forward to 

coming [to] every day 

*model the development of learning programs based on the five core 

strategies of the Leonard Bernstein Center 

RESULTS 

*school will become stimulating and interactive : student participation , 

attendance, and behavior will improve 

*teachers, parents, students, and community members will work 

together to create a learning environment guided by Bernstein's 

approach 

*create a model for implementing the goals in pre-K, kindergarten, 

fifth, and sixth grades 

of active student engagement, exemplary *measurable results in terms 

l
·mprovement in performance by under-achievers, learning projects, 

attendance, student self-confidence, etc . 
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*increased student/parent/teacher collaboration in curriculum design , 

and the inclusion of teaching artists and arts coordinators on the staff 

*significantly increased use of state of the art technology 

*evidence of broad support from parents, the arts community, the 

corporate world and the general public 

These statements reflected an integration of the LBC five strategies and overall 

goals, as well as the specific concerns of this inner city public school, such as 

increased parental and community involvement, and transformations in 

student engagement and self-image. 

As for me, I had seen the effects that aesthetic education and learning 

through the arts had on teachers, students, and arti t , in and out of the 

classroom--the deep gratification of participation in a work of art , the excited 

opening of the desire to know and make connection , the increased sensitivity 

to people and the world around u , the per onal ati faction of indulged 

creativity in many domains. After a year with the ESP I wa convinced that 

learning through the arts was a viable , lively, and enduring approach to 

general education, and I expec ted that we would learn through experience a 

great deal more about how to make it work. 

And it sounded like fun , the kind of profound fun that human being 

find in the arts that Bernstein himself talked about : 

If we add up "sense of rightness ," "tranquillit y," "balance, " "catharsi s," 

"expressivity ," we begin to approach the meaning of "fun ." Add to these 

· " "creati·v1·ty," "order ," "s ublimation ," and "energy "participation, 

release," and you almost have it. Fun is all the things we find it 

h hear the Opu s 131 quartet , or witness Lett e r impossible to say w en we 

to th e World. (Beethoven and Martha Graham must have had this kind 



of fun making th0se works.) Fun is the final goal of the collected 

aesthetic searchings of David Prall, Dewey, Richards, and Santayana . 

Fun is the "x" of the equation that tries to solve the riddle of why art 

exists at all. (Findings 104-105). 

The first time I read this statement, 1·n my mi·nd I thanked Bernstein for 
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articulating so well some of the substance that had sustained me as an artist for 

over 20 years, and that I had seen evinced in participants time and again in 

aesthetic education and learning through the arts--substance not altogether , 

but too often, missing in our classrooms. In this year-long partnership in 

education through the arts with two wonderful teachers, I expected to have 

lots of fun! 

Taken altogether, this was the framework of existing environment, 

resources, personnel, and expectations in which we began our year long 

collaboration . (For a list of personnel from LBC, NIA , and Head Middle School 

who participated with us directly in our collaboration , see Appendix B.) The 

elements of our partnership and the roles of the partners will be presented 

through a chronological desc ription of our work together, organized around 

the works of art that grounded our curriculum in ves tigations, and roughly 

divided into two semesters, "before the winter holiday " and "after the winter 

holiday." The works of art included The Blood of Seyavash (premier 

performance of ballet and score), and The Rite of Spring before the winter 

break, and Macbeth, and The Wonderful O (a new musical theatre piece based 

on the James Thurber story) after the break. This organization should 

facilitate efforts by artists and teachers to find within the work ideas or 

activities that might be useful to them. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FIRST SEMESTER 

Summer Session-Fall Beginnings 

As previously indicated, design work for our year together actually 

began during the LBC Summer Session in June of I 994, during which the Focus 

Classroom teachers, Design Teams, and ADCs worked together closely to 

investigate the works of art, begin identifying and designing connections 

with the school curriculum, and work out logistical and communication 

patterns for the coming year. By June ADCs had not yet been matched with 

their schools . Although Susan, Karen, and I all attended Summer Session, we 

were not working together (Krichels worked in seminar with Head and a 

second school, and I worked with two other schools in another seminar) . The 

Head Design Team, however, turned in copies of their planning outlines at the 

end of Summer Session, and these were given to me in August at the beginning 

of the school year so that I could begin to become familiar with their 

particular interpretations of, and curriculum connections to, the works of art 

that we would be studying. 

I also read copies of their follow-up questionnaires from the seminar 

(adminis tered Session-wide on the last day) and was particularly interested in 

their responses to the question, "Based on your experiences this week [and 

last], what does 'education through the arts' mean to you now?" Susan 

re sponded that the arts provide vehicles in which connections inherently 

exist, and that by exploring a work of art thoughtfully , connections could be 
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found that illuminated truths about our w Id ·d 
or outs1 e the work of art (June 

1994) Karen's response was · t • 
· m wo parts: [Education through the arts is) both 

studying a work of art because it is a worthy object of study in itself, and 

studying a work of art to enhance some part of the general curriculum in such 

a way that these investigations in the curriculum also enhance the work of art 

(June 1994). 

Both responses resonated with my own ideas about learning through 

the arts, from using the inspirational "bounce" from the investigation of a 

work of art as a springboard into new learning, to using the artist's process (of 

observing and shaping aspects of the world around her in order to create a 

work of art) as a metaphor for the personal assemblage of knowledge. Adding 

to this the fact that we already had a mutually appreciated working 

relationship based on my residencies as a TA at Head during the past three 

years , I was confident that our collaboration was starting on a solid 

foundation . 

The beginning of the school year was marked by meetings with Susan 

and Karen to go over both curriculum plans and plans for communicating our 

work to the rest of the school. On August 30, I was called in to do an activity m 

a faculty meeting that would allow the rest of the teachers some time for 

reflection about the presence of the LBC in their school , and might bring some 

clarity to a complicated relationship . I asked them to create a 

conceptualization (using paper, crayons , pipe cleaners) of themselves rn 

relation to the NIA, LBC, the school, focus classroom, me, and any other 

indi vidual s they thought belonged in the piece . The resulting conversation 

was thoughtful and good-natured. When I asked Susan and Karen how they 

thought it went , they said "great," and Karen said that "at least they had some 



fun . and th at never happens m 

Au gust ) . 

fac ulty meetings" (Port fo li o journal 30 

The Blood of Seyavash 

The Blood of Seyavash aesthetic study unit was an experiment for the 

NIA as well as the LBC. It was the first time that a work in progress had been 

undertaken for study during the Summer Session. Rather than seeing the 
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work in its entirety twice, with aesthetic education investigations led by T As in 

seminar before, between, and after the performances (in the traditional 

Summer Session format) , the audience was treated to a performance by the 

Nashville Ballet (with whom the ballet was being choreographed) of the parts 

of the dance which had been completed. In the first session, the 

choreographer, Diane Coburn Bruning, also gave a lecture demonstration 

during which she shared some of her notes with us via overhead projector and 

translated them onto the dancers on stage. In another working session she 

continued to create and set the piece on the dancers as we watched. Likewise, 

we were treated to the Nashville Symphony's first read-through of the music 

written to that point by composer Behzad Ranjbaran, and some discussion with 

him about future steps . 

Many teachers were wildly enthusiastic about the project and selected it 

for study during the upcoming year. Krichels, however, in his seminar with 

Head, carefully pointed out that they could not approach the piece in the 

traditional manner--looking for entry points into the work, then designing 

in ves tigations to open them up--because they were not dealing with a fini shed 

work of art. Indeed, the performances for the NIA and LBC in the fall would be 
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part of the world premier of the piece. Instead , becau e we were experiencing 

the work in progress, the seminar decided to foc u on "th e ac t of creati on" as 

th e entry point into their stud y, and that became th e ba i fo r the 

investigation we carried out with th e student in th e fall. 

Havin g the student s parall el th e creati e proce of choreographer and 

compose r by creatin g th ei r ow n piece wa the ba ic de ign element th at 

emerged during Summer Se 1On. The ori gin al idea wa. to have them work 

from itu ati on in the tory of " eyava h." a 9th ce ntury Per ian fo lk legend 

about betraya l and th e stru gg le for power withi n a roya l fam ily. on whi h the 

ball et wa. ba ed. It wa al o dec ided that ar n· la w uld pa rt i ipate a. 

docum enter of Su an' (fo u. ) la. . wor ' . "orkin 1n peer roup. to 

inter iew th em about their rea ti n and Thee ,, ere the idea . \\ ith 

whi ch we tarted th e w rk 1n th e f II. 

The ori gin al plan . , ere not I" a) ulfilled ne f the 1r. t 1h1n . I 

u. an and K ren \I. Or th t the) re high!) lea rn ed ab ut the wa 

improv i. al ry teac her They . la) deeply rounded 1n 1he1r tea htn . \\ 11h 

clea r goa ls and . tro ng through-line . 1n their ut the) " rk 

ex tempore in a fl exibl e manner day t day n e tern er . Karen teleph ned 

me to relate an a tivit y th at . he h d initiated n the ur f the momen t th at 

day in la . . . he wanted to give her tudent. . ome rien e \\ 1th 

th e art · vo abu lary and n ept. th at the) \\ uld e U. tng in th Se )·ava b 

projec t. The c la had bee n reading Jbe Boy of tbe Parnted Cave. a novel fo r 

yo un g reade rs by Ju . tin De nze l. n. part f th ei r ial tudie urri ulum 

concernin g Ea rl y Man. Parall eling the kind f in , e ti at io n th at Kri hel had 

led the teacher se minar thr ugh f r Se, ' a b du ring ummer e ion. 

Karen fi r t had student s writ e a narrati,·e of a da) fr m th ei r live a Stone 
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Age peo ple. Then th ey created a full body gesture of an image from their days, 

and from that created a two-count movement. After dividing them into small 

gro ups (she used her "table groups," students that normally sit and work 

together in class), she had each group f' d m some common theme among the 

individual movement gestures and create bl an ensem e piece. 

It is very common for teachers to discover new information about their 

students' abilities during aesthetic education activities, and this activity was no 

exception . Karen was surprised by how well these students, many of whom 

generally functioned at a low level academically , conceptualized through 

movement, and by how well they worked in their small groups . Even more 

important for our project as a whole, a few days later I realized that Karen had 

discovered our first important curriculum connection . 

In keeping with our original intention to use the story of "Seyavash" as 

material for the students' own "acts of creation," she had intended this only to 

be a warm-up activity . It turned out that , at my suggestion in a planning 

meeting on September 15, both teachers decided to have their classes take 

inspiration for their dance creations from The Boy of the Painted Cave and 

their study of the Stone Age. Here was the first major example of what was to 

become one of my chief contributions to the partnership: the fact that, as an 

informed ob server, I could sometimes see opportunities that Susan and Karen 

were too involved to notice. I must confess that I was so focused on the plan 

from Summer Session that I almost missed this opportunity to get us all started 

at the very beginning of the year on the simultaneous investigation of works 

of art and academic topics, one of the hallmarks of LBC "proactive curriculum" 

projects . The near miss made me resolve to be more aware of serendipitous and 

spontaneous connections. 
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Th e telephone co nve rsati on of S t b 
ep em er 7 was al so important because 

it wa a maj or step m es tabl' h' h is mg t at our collaboration could continue 

comfort abl y outside the confines of school hours and setting--we were 

we lcome in each others' homes during the "off" times . Teachers, during 

school hours, rarely have enough time in which to accomplish mandated tasks, 

much less create new activit1·es. Al d · so, unng two weeks of the Seyavash 

project, I was in rehearsal for Smoke on the Mountain at a local theatre, and , 

although I had from the beginning encouraged Susan and Karen to call me at 

home anytime, I could not be present at school except during the very early 

morning hours . This fact is important because the models of TA and ADC 

require that the artist involved be a working professional artist , the belief 

being that, as such, the artist is more able to bring a very different point of 

view and working knowledge of his or her artistic discipline to the 

collaboration. In a year-long relationship, however, this means that the artist 

will not always be available . So, in this partnership of very busy people, we 

were struggling from the beginning to find enough time together for 

planning and reflection, and it was good to know that we felt comfortable to 

contact each other "after hours." 

The rest of the project, although extremely ambitious for a project 

scheduled so close to the beginning of the year when the normal business of 

meeting a new class and accommodating the year's new challenges absorbs 

much available time and energy, was undertaken with great intensity . In a 

planning session on September 15, Susan, Karen, and I finished the design for 

h · t Both teachers agreed that they wanted the nex t steps in the Seyavas proJec • 

to encourage the students to deal with the emotional issues in both the ballet 

and the book, so the students would be encouraged to notice and use not only 
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th e important events in the book, but al so the emotional content around them. 

The emotional content would then , of 
course, become an integral part of their 

dances, just as stro ng emoti ons 
were part of The Blood of Seyavash. 

The NIA had been asked to supply both a music and a dance TA for one 

visit each well before the performance (rather than a dance TA for two vi sits 

beforehand as would be more usual), and the two TAs, in only one session 

api ece, introduced the students to a modern ballet movement vocabulary , 

mu sical choices to be made in writing emotionally expressive music to help tell 

a story , and the steps they might take in creating their own works. The 

Phy sical Education teacher, Forrest Melton, also supported the project by 

reinforcing the movement work in PE classes devoted to the elements of dance 

(e.g . level, direction , rhythm, tempo, shape) . 

Late in August after discussion with Susan and Karen, I designed a 

questionnaire , or "reflection sheet" as we called them , for students to address 

early in the process as a way of grounding the investigation in their pre

exi sting knowledge and opinions about the work of the artist, themselves as 

arti sts, and specifically the work of choreographers and composers (all 

reflection sheets from the year appear in Appendix C). This was given to them 

before the T As came to begin the work, and then filed in their Process-

Portfoli os for future reference . This practice of bracketing units by some 

form of fo rmal reflection at the beginning and at the end had become common 

during the ESP. Most frequently they made sure that a line of inquiry or 

dd d Over the course of the unit as a way to help particular question was a resse 

the learner articulate changes in knowledge, opinion, or skill , and as a way to 

demo nstrate th at change . 
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Both classes worked in small groups 
during regular class time to create 

their own dances inspired by The Boy of the Painted Cave, and here we found 

another surprise. Because Susan and Karen were both 1 . ong-t1me NIA teachers, 

and because they were extremely knowledgeable about ballet as audience 

members, we had planned for them to run the choreography sessions without 

me present. It came as a surprise to both of h s us t at usan got into the middle of 

the first session with her class and discovered that she needed a 

dancer/choreographer's expertise to help them focus and frame the concern s 

and work of the choreographer. Mindy Congleton, the dance TA for the piece, 

was in the building on her lunch break . When Susan and Karen made the 

problem known to her, she contributed her expertise to the project at that 

time. When Susan told me about the session the next day, she insisted that she 

had needed the artist' s expertise and point of view in order to really make the 

discipline-specific part of the project work well. 

As a culminating activity for the project, we had invited (through 

Krichel s) four apprentices from the Nashville Ballet to come in for two 

consecuti ve days . Each small group of students in Susan's class was to set their 

dances on (e .g., teach their choreography to ) the professionals , with each of 

Karen 's corresponding small groups observing and recording the process of 

"their" group from Susan's class . 

As part of the choreography/rehearsal process the day before the 

dancers first came (September 20), the classes came together in the 

gy mnatorium (where all of our work together was done) . Susan's class 

performed as much as they had completed of their dances (which we captured 

on video tape) and then continued choreographing to finish their pieces. 

Karen' s class watched and captured their impressions . Then the paired groups 
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convened for the documenters to interv1·ew the 
choreographer/dancers with 

questions that the three of us h d d 
a eveloped : Why did you pick that moment 

and emotion as the subject for your dance?. H d"d 
ow I you decide how to move? 

How do you think it will be different when you set it on the professional 

dancers : What do you expect to happen? We hoped that these questions would 

help illuminate the creative process for both groups, as well as contribute to 

the record of their process. 

The morning of September 21 , the first day the apprentice dancers came 

to Head, Krichels and I went to the Nashville Ballet studio, where we met with 

the four apprentices to explain the project and their role in it , and to show 

them the video tape of the previous day's sess ion with the students so they 

could get a sense of the dances that the student would be setting on them . On 

thi s first day the dancers (as a group) learned the four new pieces of student 

choreography , collaborating with the student a they tran lated thei r 

mo vements and intentions into the language of modern ballet. Severa l other 

ADCs and TAs were there to a i t (and ju t becau e th ey were intere ted). The 

dance rs were easy-going anq good-nat ured throu ghout , and Ii tened to the 

students to try to do what they had in mind . The tu dent , for their part , were 

very articulate and confident in their in structi on , and pleased with the 

result s. All choreographing groups stayed on ta k refining or cleaning up 

their own choreography when they were not working with the dancers, and 

Karen 's documenters assiduously followed their gro up's every mo ve . 

On the second day , September 22, the dancers poli shed and performed 

the dances for the students . I was unable to be there, as I was on-stage for a 

matinee at the time, but Susan and I convened early that morning to make sure 

that we had our plan together and that she was comfortable with the ADCs who 
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were standing in for me (the , ame 
u ones who had been present the previous 

day) . Pam Toll, the ADC who stepped in as key facilitator, told me later that 

things went very smoothly, that the students were pleased with their dances, 

and that the Question and Answe · d h 
r peno t at followed the presentations was 

fruitful , wi th good questions from students and teachers, for example: What is 

it like to be a dancer, professionally and personally? What was it like to work 

for the students , and what was different from working for Diane Coburn 

Bruning? And Susan 's question , How does (if it does) their work as dancers 

affect the rest of their lives?). 

On Friday , September 30, they attended The Blood of Seyavash, and as 

soon as they returned to school Susan and Karen had the students capture 

their observations and refl ections on the pi ece in their journ als, through 

drawing as well as writing. (Susan had been usi ng guided journaling with her 

class throughout the proj ec t to help her student s capture as much of their own 

process and learning as possible.) In an effort to draw parents into the projec t 

while providing an opportun ity for refl ec ti on for the tudent s, on Monday , 

October 3, each child took home a refl ecti on sheet th at wa in the fo rm of an 

interview for a parent or guardian to complete wi th the child , aski ng them 

qu es tion s about both their own "acts of creati on" and about the performance. 

The two cl asses convened for one more sess ion of group to group interviews, 

and both teachers concluded the unit with general class room discuss ion. 

The Sey av a sh un it was a massive project wi th which to begin the school 

year, and all of us agreed that we might not again undertake something quite 

so ambiti ous this early. A great deal of time is taken up at the beginning of the 

year by log istics like settling into schedules and learn ing new names and 

faces. · f our des ign fell by the ways ide-- we found that The music portion o 
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dealing with the creation of the dances t k 11 . 
oo a the time we had available for 

the project. Still , we agreed that we h d 1 a earned a great deal from the study 

unit- -about the process of learning through 
the arts that we were helping to 

invent, about each other and how we w k d h or e toget er, and about how much 

and what kinds of activities we could realistically expect to be able to 

accompli sh within the constraints of time and resources placed on us by the 

environment in which we worked. The lessons we learned by successfully 

working through such an enormous undertaking at the very beginning of our 

collaboration held us in good stead for the rest of the year. 

It is important to remember that the previous description only 

represents the points in the project at which I was actually involved. For the 

teachers and students, the project was an ongoing process during each school 

day as time was scheduled for choreography and rehearsal, for reflection on 

the creative process and how it might relate to the students in their daily lives , 

for the investigation of human emotion (important to sixth graders), and for 

the continued study of Early Man in social studies . The LBC estimated that my 

job would take approximately eight hours per week, and although I regularly 

worked more than twice that amount, it was still a part time job. One of the 

first things I had to learn was to release control of the process, to trust my 

fellow collaborators to carry out our plans on a daily basis in ways I never 

would have conceived--partly because I was not there all day , every day, and 

partly because my primary expertise lay in the arts and aesthetic education, 

and the teachers knew a great deal more than I did about the academic topics, 

the school's culture, and teaching sixth graders . 

B K d Susan had done a great deal of planning for the ecause aren an 

S h · d · s mer Session that did remain the same in the fall eya v as unit urmg um 
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(e.g., the "act of creation " 
as the entry point, us1·ng t TA d wo s, stu ent groups 

choreographing dances and setting them on 
professional dancers , having 

Karen's class document Susan's) mu h f . 
' c O my role dunng this unit had to do 

with coordinating people and acti ' f . 1 . . 
YI 1es . P annmg with the TAs to make sure 

they were addressing the teachers' foe . • us, engaging and preparing the 

apprentice dancers for their t· · · • par 1c1pat1on ; securing the services of other ADCs 

for the larger events. I also d' soon 1scovered that it was of immeasurable help 

to our process if I took care of some of the mo e d I · · r mun ane og1st1cs as well : 

typing , photocopying, and di stributing the reflection sheets ; setting up the 

video camera and making sure there was someone to run it ; moving chairs in 

the gymnatorium. 

Many of these tasks didn't look like anything related to my identity as 

the artist in the collaboration, but I soon realized that , if I really wanted thi s 

learning through the arts experiment to work, then it was essential that I do as 

much as I could to alleviate the teachers' burden of extra work. There is no 

question that working with the LBC created more work for them. As classroom 

teachers, Karen's and Susan's schedules were already ti ghtl y filled when we 

began our year-long partnership . Even though they had been experimenting 

with extending aesthetic education study units into other curricula during the 

previous year, when they joined the Bernstein Center pilot model school 

project and invited me into their classrooms to collaborate in finding new 

ways to address the required curriculum, they had committed to throwing out 

old lesson plans , changing the student/teacher relationship as the work 

carried us to a more transfo rmati ve model of education, accepting a completely 

new partner into the mi x, and documenting the process as much as possible. It 
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became clear very quickl y to all of u·- that th " , as e new partner, it ,vas very 

helpful for me to do what I could to lighten the load created by the new work. 

In addition , as an ADC it was my J·ob f to acilitate and encourage good 

habits of systematic reflection and documentati·on b y making sure that 

opportunities for personal reflection for teachers, student s, and my se lf were 

built into our acti vities, and to help design ways to document all phases of the 

acti vities, preferabl y in several different medi a, representing different art 

di sciplines and multiple intelli gences. Student Proce -Port fo li o 

documentation for the Se ya vas h projec t included guided journaling, note on 

their choreograph y (many of whi ch incl uded ke tche ). pre-perfo rm ance and 

post-perfo rm ance refl ec ti on sheet , and vi ual art re pon e to the 

perfo rm ance created a soon a th ey returned to chool. We al o ideo taped 

th e choreograph y and perfo rm ance e ion (notice that the dance piece 

we re, themse lves , embodi ed refl ec ti on wi thin the ocial tudie curricul um 

about life in the Stone Age ). The teacher had th ei r O\ n note and journal 

entri es . I had my dai ly repo rt , journal note . and note from meeting and 

co nve rsa ti o ns. 

Another as pec t to our new relation hip whi h u an noticed and 

poi nted out to me (Port fo li o repo rt 22 September) wa that during the huge 

session in whi ch her stude nt were etting their pie e on the appren tice 

and wo rki ng on their own while wai ting their turn . he wa afforded the 

d on a level that wa rare! po ible . Becau e "luxury " of observing her tu ent 

f ·1· · th acti it th ere were other adult s there in ac1 1tatrng e he wa able to watch 

I th t he had not ye t identifi ed, her children learn , to di scover trait s or ta ents a 

to get a better sense of them a people. We decided that it would be ery 

d to her relation hip wi th her students fo r us to 
benefic ial to our process an 
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design more opportunities for her to 
enjoy the same quality of observation in 

th e future . 

The Seyavash project, perhaps b 
ecause it was massive and required 

much diligence to execute, did serve 
as an inspiring beginning for our year. 

It didn't hurt that the rest of the ADCs and others at the LBC were extremely 

interested and impressed by what we--the d stu ents, teachers, other artists, and 

I--had managed to accomplish . We were especially receptive as we began to 

plan for The Rite of Spring and I looked f - - orward to making greater 

contributions as an artist to the process. 

The Rite of Spring 

We were beginning to plan for The Rite of Spring. which we were to 

attend on November 8, by the beginning of October--even as we were still 

tying up loose ends and reflection for The Blood of Seyavash. The Rite of 

Spring was one of the works of art which Head had elected to purchase in 

addition to the two units provided by the NIA so, although we recei ved 

Guidebooks , we did not have the services of a TA. Also, far less time had been 

spent in planning for The Rite of Spring during Summer Session than had 

been spent on Sey av ash . For these reasons, some of my contributions to the 

unit were classic TA work, as is appropriate for an ADC (Booth Arti stic Director 

5) . 

On October 11, Susan and Karen had arranged for me to meet with all of 

the sixth grade teachers to brainstorm ideas for investigating The Rite of 

S pri n g--aesthetic education investigations to open up the work of art 

(contribution of a TA in the discipline), as well as curriculum-connected 
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in ve ti gati ons. I facilitated the di scussion and took notes, then took our ideas 

and wrote them up clearly, editing, synthesi·zi·ng , and polishing to make them 

as usefu l as poss ible . Some f h ·ct 0 t e 1 eas were pure aesthetic education or bui It 

upon the Guidebook lessons, and some were related to curriculum topics and 

di scussions . I returned a copy of this document to each teacher two days later, 

along wi th a note reminding them that I was available for collaborative 

thinking at their request. W1.th th· b · · I 1s egrnmng, started to fill more of the 

role of the ADC. 

Dewey wrote, "The real work of an artist is to build up an experience 

that is coherent in perception while moving with constant change in its 

development. " This "building up " is a dialectic process of doing and 

undergoing as the artist percei ves each of the "serial acts of making" in 

context of the esthetically satisfying whole, anticipating what is to come as the · 

"link between the next doing and its outcome for sense. What is done and what 

is undergone are thu s reciprocally, cumulatively, and continuously 

instrumental to each other" (50-51 ). One of the main contributions that an 

ADC makes to learning through the arts is a lifetime of practice in this serial 

process of making and perceiving. Skill in this process is as important as 

expertise in one or more artistic disciplines in designing learning through 

the arts curriculum. 

In Learning through the Artistic Director Booth wrote: 

The actual units of study become cornerstones of the year--the artworks 

themselves should have great impact; the themes tend to become a deep 

part of the classroom culture; the works become regular reference 

points for all the learning in the classroom; they become significantly 

P f r It is a large part of the ADs [sic] 
represented in the Process- ort o io . 
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responsibility to make sure that thost un1·ts are 
as rich and powerful as 

they can poss ibly be . 
This means maximizing the preparation for , the 

extension s of, and the followthrough after the un1·t 
itself; and capturing 

as much as possible in the Process-Portfolio. (7) 

In my experience, I felt I was of most use to my 
partners when I brought the 

process and sensibilities of an artist creating a work of art to our design work , 

and thought of the whole unit--from the first reflection sheet through the 

most intricate curriculum connections to the culminating experience and 

sense of closure--as a work of art to be created with care, integrity, 

imagination, and fun . 

After the sixth grade faculty meeting on October 11 , Susan and I stayed 

for some additional discussion, and I received another bit of education about 

working within the public school system. Several weeks into the fall semester, 

there was a great shuffling of faculty around the Metro system based on 

unexpected student distributions. One of the three teachers on Susan's 

original team had been replaced when she was transferred to another school. 

I had known that the teacher, Judy Paxman, had been transferred , and that it 

had upset things somewhat, but I had no idea how disturbing the shift had 

been to Susan . 

At Head the sixth grade teachers worked in self-contained teams of 

three who, among them, taught all required subjects to roughly 90 students, 30 

per homeroom class. Each teacher taught Reading to her homeroom class, 

then taught two or three other subjects to all three classes as the students 

moved from room to room throughout the day . Although each teacher saw 

every child within her team at some period during the day, she met with 

students in different configurations and for different subjects. This made it 
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difficu lt from the tart to ac hi eve c t' • 
on mu1ty when we were tryi ng to connect 

work s of art wi th different curriculum topi cs. 

Alth ough Susan and Karen were k. wor mg together in the LBC project , 

the y were actuall y on different teams. This meant that anything we planned 

together had to be motivated to some degree by one teacher through her whole 

team . Susan, as the focus classroom teacher, felt the most responsibility to do 

thi s, and Jud y Paxman had been a staunch and innovative supporter of the LBC 

work . She had in the past proven to be especially good at coordinating and 

encouraging acti vities between teams, and among teachers on her own team . 

When Judy was transferred , Susan lost important support within her 

team. Although the other members of the team were sympathetic toward her 

commitment to the LBC, they were not interested in experimenting with arts-

based curriculum in the same way. Until our conversation on October 11, I had 

not realized what a profound effect losing Judy had on Susan's vision of and 

expectations for the year as the LBC focus classroom teacher. During that 

conversation, and several more over the next few days , we discussed various 

ways in which she and I could adapt to the present reality and create 

expectations for her that would not result in certain disappointment. At the 

end of our conversation that day, Susan indicated that she was feeling much 

more in focus and less disoriented and disappointed (Portfolio report 11 

October). This was one of the more glaring examples of how much our work 

could be affected by the conditions and expectations of the public school 

system in which we worked. 

I h · October l 4 Susan voiced her concern that she was n anot er sess10n on , 

still held accountable for teaching the mandated curriculum and having her 

k.d d d. d tests One aspect of the LBC model is a complete 1 s do well on the stan ar 1ze · 
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shift to student -dri ven project-based · 1 ' curncu um, and it was imposs ible for 

any teacher to make thi s shift overnight 
, or even over the course of a year. 

From th is point throughout the year, 
our conversation frequently returned to 

an attempt to articulate the balance of old 
and new approaches that was 

present in her teaching , and how to make it all coalesce so that the students 

benefited from the learning through the arts work without missing standard 

curriculum requirements. 

It was also during October that I had realized that the well-organized 

weekly or bi-weekly meetings with comprehensive agendas that I had 

envisioned (partly in response to the LBC's unrealisti c estimate of an eight

hour work week) simply were not the best way for the three of us to meet and 

work. The scarcity of free time in the school day schedule , my constantly 

changing schedule as a freelance performer, and Susan's and Karen 's 

improvi sational flexibility made it not only irritating but also not particularly 

productive to try to carve out time for long meetings and then decide ahead of 

time what we were going to talk about. Instead , we realized that it was more 

productive for all of us to have several short meetings a week . We might set a 

time for one meeting per week, but most face-to-face conversation in which I 

was involved occurred in spontaneous meetings , dialogues before and after 

planned activities, or in I 5 minute sessions planned the day before around a 

specific topic. We also made extensive use of the telephone, both at night and 

on weekends, and of an in-house Email system which the LBC had provided by 

mid -October. 

turned Out to be an excellent medium for Email ultimately 

needed more thought in preparation , but could 
communicating messages that 

h. k bout them too Through Email we 
wait until the recipient had time to t m a · 
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exchanged detailed lesson plans, 
carefully thought out observations , and 

respon ses to questions , or notes f 0 personal encouragement or affection. 

Through Email we also had access to many of the other ADCs and all of the LBC 

staff, and frequent conversations ranging from buses 
and logistics to learning 

theory and portfolio techniques took place for the rest of the year. 

the additional advantage of providing built-in documentation of all 

communication thus shared. 

Email had 

our 

A great deal of our time and energy during this late fall/early winter 

period went into the development of processes for planning , communicating , 

and accomplishing our work together, and also into forming the foundation 

for a deep and lasting friendship . But we did manage to do some interesting 

and lively investigations of The Rite of Spring as well. One Email conversation 

that eventually included Susan , Booth , Scripp , Ma sey, and me centered around 

devising activities for The Rite of Spring. and several of the ideas that 

appeared there were incorporated into our planning over the course of the 

first week in November. An Email message that I sent to Susan (et al) on 

November 2 clearl y demonstrates several idea : the kind of design wo rk that 

happened via Email; my role as ADC in collecting, processi ng , and sy nthesizing 

information into a congruent , virtual whole (s till somewhat unformed at this 

point in the planning); the kinds of ideas , curriculum related and not, that 

developed around a work of art , and how they might be woven together; the 

indication of the presence of several people in the conversation ; and a sense 

of the level of trust and confidence in each other now present in our working 

relationship: 

h h t happens in the lessons is the WOW . Susan - I absolutely agree t at w a 

["WOW" is an exclamation referring to a previous Email from Susan .] 
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We have been on the · h k · ng t trac in all of our discussions this week , I 

think . After our conversation this evening, it' s obvious that you took 

everybody's ideas from the day and came up with a WOW of your own . 

Let me reflect back what I can - some of this is colored by my thinking 

since our conversation ..... 

*See the Disney treatment of ROS [Rite of Spring] (Now that I look at thi s 

whole thing, do we need to "prime the pump" thi s way? Will they be too 

blown away by "what is a landscape" if we don't?) 

*Listen to selection(s) of ROS with paints and paper, creating landscapes 

(I would suggest that at this point they might not have to be literal 

landscapes and certainly not reali stic ones ... . ) 

*Brainstorm geographical places 

*Listen to selections from ROS . Pick one that suggests one of the ( or 

another, of course) geographical location s. 

*(I just had this idea) At thi s point do a preliminary landscape of the 

location , including as much as they know about the biome at thi s 

time .... ? 

*Research the biome/landscape 

*Begin to build a sound (and I would say definitely a created notation) 

construct of the biome (rh ythm of the water buffalo , what in strument 

This could al so go into visual arts and dance use [for] the tse-tse fly ). 

as We were di scuss ing yesterday . representations, 

Blal·r students to help realize musical aspects? *Might pull in 

- 1·f 1·ndividuals or small groups created *What do you think 

h class for their biome, using one or all 
presentations for the rest of t e 

we think of - should they make sure 
of the above (and anything else 



th at some part of the presentation deals in "hard " fac ts as we ll as 

interpretabl e impres sions ... ?) . The presentation mi ght al so includ e 

reflection, sheet or otherwise , designed by each group to furth er the 

res t of the class's understanding of the1·r b1·ome presentation (we 

touched on this sort of th 1'ng yesterday too) . 
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*Somehow , we might want to come back to creating a landscape, 

whatever that includes now that they know so much more about their 

biome - compare and reflect upon with first attempt of biome landscape. 

*Something in me wants to make explicit one thing we have implied -

that we as human beings have an aesthetic response to landscapes, to 

nature, to the incredible organization of biomes , just as we do to music -

to make the richness of such a discovery very apparent to the guys 

[students] . . . 

Thi s was one of the longer and more complicated Emails of the more than 250 

messages that I saved from my correspondence with Susan and Karen at Head. 

Thi s particular medium served us well as a place for communication, 

co llab oration, and reflection . 

In reality , the study unit did not include all of the ideas represented in 

the above Email , or from other think-sessions . This was, as usual, because 

there si mply was not enough time; but the most central ideas were explored. 

The Rite of Spring. composed by Igor Fyodorovich Stravinsky for symphony 

orchestra, is organized in a series of musical tableaux depicting folk rituals of 

the ancient Ru ss ian people. It is heard today as a hallmark of modern 

composition characterized by extreme use of harmony and dissonance to color 

mood, abrupt changes in mu sical character, and complicated use of meter and 

accent (Putnam 2). We agreed that there were three features in The Rite of 
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SP ring that, if understood by the students, would make the piece access ible to 

th em, and would offer many · 
curricular opportunities. These feature s, or entry 

Points into the work of art s · , were travm sky's use of the tone colors of vari ous 

instruments to paint effective and stri·k1·ngly di"fferent musical pictmes, hi s 

use of harmony and dissonance to create great tension and texture , and hi s 

exciting use of rhythm , accent, and meter. 

The curriculum connections to the tone color and rh ythm entry points 

were the mos t fully realized. To open up th e rh ythm in vestigation, in both 

classes (first Susan' s, and later Karen 's) I led an in vesti gation in "created 

notation" of rhythmic pattern s. One by one, small groups of students created 

an everyday sound, repeating the perfo rmance several times . The rest of us 

first li stened , and then tri ed to create a way to reproduce or represent that 

sound with pencil on paper. Then, taking Strav in ky' titl e of sec ti on from 

The Rite of Spring for inspirati on, (e.g . "Dance of the Youths and Maidens," 

"Games of the Ri val Towns," "Evocation of th e Ance tors") the students created 

new rh ythmic perform ance , and we agai n created notat ion fo r them. As a 

fo ll ow -up, the teachers soon thereaft er gave the tudent the chance to li sten 

to The Rite of Spring with their new aural awarene s of rh ythm ic pattern s, to 

compare some of their rh ythmi c so lut ions with Strav insky's , and to attempt 

created notation of hi s work as we ll (Port fo li o report 25 October- 22 

Nove mb e r ) . 

We were very fortun ate to have the Music Spec ialis t at Head , Dolores 

h ·1 She Jed all of the sixth grade students Nicholson, working with us on t e um • 

in the NIA Guidebook acti viti es for The Rite of Spring, including an acti vity 

h h · more form al and mathematical th at dealt with accent , meter, and r yt m m a 
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fa shion . Dolores and I had cooperat · 1 . 
1ve p annmg sessions to insure that our 

work was complimentary and not redundant. 

Dolores al so led most of the s,·xth grade d . stu ents m the Guidebook's 

investigation of tone color. (S usan actually did the activity with her class, due 

to scheduling conflicts.) Tone I f co or re ers to drawing a comparison between 

the darker or brighter sounds made by various orchestral instruments, and 

darker or brighter colors in the visual spectrum. Listening to sections of The 

Rite of Spring. students first journaled their initial responses , then created 

watercolor pieces that incorporated created notation , using perceptions 

achieved during the investigation of tone color. In science, Susan 's students 

had been investigating various biomes, or ecosystems (a community of plants 

and animals within a particular environment), and Susan already had 

suggested biomes as our most fully realized curriculum connection . The 

students selected a section from The Rite of Spring that suggested a particular 

biome to them , and created a series of visual representations of the biome 

which combined elements of music , visual arts , and science, writing about 

th em as they worked. In this way , each child created a personal context for 

new information from all four domains. 

Susan was delighted with the created notation and tone color work, and 

saw these new skills of perception and notation as opening doors for all kinds 

of analysis and reflection in many topics throu ghout the year (Portfolio 

report 25 October) . We were particularly taken with the possibilities that could 

· d notat,·on, as I articulated a month later: In order to anse through create 

Way Of representing something on paper, you have create a notation, another 

and Synthesize all its parts ; so the acti vity does not just 
to analyze , understand , 

Personal meaning or context for new knowledge . 
record , it helps create 

In 
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October , we had planned to have her students treat poetry from their 

concurrent English curriculum by analyzing the sound of the verse and 

creating rhythmic notation for it, addressing the sounds of the words as well 

as scansion. The created notation could be the "spine" of the poem, fleshed out 

with tone color equivalents to their emotional/aesthetic response to the poem . 

Thi s was another plan that was abandoned for lack of time. 

It became clear, however, that the created notati on acti vities had 

intrigued the students. On ovember 3, I received thi Email from Susan : 

BUT LISTEN TO THIS ; MY HOMEROOM IS WATCH[NG "HAPPY BIRTHDAY 

IGOR STRA YINS KY " WITH THEIR YPC [Young People' Concert Tape ] 

FOLDERS READY, TAKING OTES VERY ATTENTIVE WHEN I OTlCE 

DOODLING IN THREE RANDOM SPOTS [N THE ROOM . HMMMM ... THE JILL 

SAYS "IS IT OK IF WE WRITE OUR OW OT A TIO FOR WHAT WE ARE 

HEARING?" I REMA! 0 MY STOOL O HOW. ILE D WHISPER "OF 

COURSE DEAR." THIS OT A TIO STUFF BEG TO OCCUR OTHER POCKET 

OF THE ROOM. I C OT WAIT TO R TO C D TELL YO . THE COME 

QUESTIO S LIKE "IS THAT PL K PU K HARP !CHORD?" "fF THIS IS A 

BALLET CAN WE SEE?" D "WE LEARNED ABO T PICASSO O R ART 

CLASS LAST WEEK. " 

OH LORD THIS HAS TO BE RIGHT .. . 

d h tudent · imagi nation . and the had fo und it 
The ac ti it y had capture t e 

u eful ; moreover, it wa gratifyin g to di co er that 

event as I was, and that he would think to hare it. 

u an wa a exc ited b the 

Together, Susan , Karen, and 

sheet for The Rite of Spring. whi ch 

de igned the pre- performance reflection 

then t ped, photocopied, and deli vered 

ready for distribution . It was durin g th i 
tud un it that Karen began to take 
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me up on my offer to come into h 
er class as well as Susan's, and the created 

notation activity went well. 
We also discussed a writing activity in which she 

asked her students to write st · f ones a ter listening to sections of The Rite of 

Spring. Karen was very pleased with the 1 resu ts, and I began to work in her 

classroom almost as much as in Susan's . 

The post performance reflection sheets had only two questions : 

Now that you have been to THE RITE OF SPRING, a live performance of 

the music by a symphony orchestra in a concert hall filled with several 

hundred other audience members, what was different about 

experiencing the music in this way rather than through a tape, or CD, 

or CD ROM program? 

*How did the music make you feel ? Describe your feelings in as much 

detail as possible. (8 November) 

The first question was one in which I was intensely interested, the second 

reflected what Susan and Karen most wanted to know from their students about 

thi s particular piece . 

On November I I , I went to Susan 's classroom during the morning and 

read the responses her students had written to these two questions . From these 

responses I generated the questions that I planned to ask during a classroom 

discussion of the piece and the performance which led that afternoon , and 

which was video taped. Susan and I both thought that thi s particular 

reflective activity was very successful for many reason s. 

h Opportunity to sit back a little and observe her It gave Susan anot er 

more about how they think and express themselves. 
students in action, to learn 

I to kno w the students better, and for them to know 
t gave me a chance to get 

me. As it turned out , while Susan had the luxury of not being responsible for 
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th e n ow of the di scu ssion , she al so had more 
freedom than usual to digest and 

analyze what was being said ; then , since she also knew the students and their 

wo rk so much better than I did , she f requently offered questions that 

grounded the conversation, or brought · h a pomt ome, or directly linked to 

previou s work or laid groundwork for something she wanted to do later. We 

were both satisfied with the results of the session . After the session, I took the 

video tape and reviewed it, captur1·ng the · · mam pomts and observations on 

paper so we would have it for reference. 

We conducted several more meetings and activities as the first semester 

was drawing to a close and we were beginning to look forward to the holidays , 

but one accomplishment stands out as most important. In the usual crush for 

time, Susan and Karen had not been able to find any consistent pattern for 

personal reflection. The LBC had deemed this aspect of the development of the 

pilot model school project important enough to give "Teachers as Reflective 

Practitioners" its own place on the list of "Five Strategies." More important , we 

were discovering that we felt more than a little adrift, that we were losing a 

sense of the whole project, and we were beginning to wonder if we had really 

done anything valuable in this whole first four months of intense activity . 

Some reflection happened in Email conversations, but still it was disjointed and 

lacked continuity . 

Susan had tried . a few different methods of reflection--journaling, using 

the end-of-the-week reflection sheet we had devised, talking into a hand held 

tape recorder--but had not been able to establish a routine with any one 

method. Karen unabashedly resisted reflection, but was at the same time 

It was trying to find a mechanism that 
convinced that it might be important. 
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would be comfortable for Karen that led me to suggest that I interview each of 

them on audio tape , then transcribe the results for them to have as reference . 

This became a successful procedure. The conversations themselves 

were a source of entertainment. We remembered and realized things that had 

been lost or overlooked, and we concluded the acti vity with a real sense of 

accomplishment. Loose transcriptions of the conversations provided me with 

an opportunity for deep reflection and creating personal context for our 

activities of the fall, and for beginning to en vision next , connected steps in 

our work . Both teachers thanked me after they received their copies of the 

transcripts , saying that reading them had made them realize even more just 

how much we had done , what the students had gotten out of our work , and 

what our next steps might be. 

Since Macbeth came up early in the second emester, we had already 

1 · th ·t We dec1·ded to invite th e whole six th grade into our begun p annrng e um . 

· f h pl ay and curr1·culum connec ti on , and in th e las t days investi gation o t e 

before the holidays we were able to put together a preliminary design. 



CHAPTER V 

SECOND SEMESTER 

Macbeth 

The six th grade at Head was scheduled to see the Haworth Shakespeare 

Fes ti val and Committed Arti sts of Great Brt' tai·n production of Macbeth on 
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February 9, barely a month after returning to school from the winter holiday. 

For thi s reason , we had worked out our approach to the piece before the 

holiday, and I had given the teachers an outline of our plans to consider over 

the holiday so we could be prepared upon our return. In planning the unit , I 

had sought input from the other teachers through informal drop-in 

conversati ons as well as through discu ssion in the December Design Team 

mee ting . 

The approach we took was direct, and was analogous to the process the 

Haworth company had taken in mounting their production. Macbeth is 

Shakespeare' s investigation of ambition, duty, love, and fear set in medieval 

Scotland . The Haworth director, Stephen Rayne, looking at the tribal aspects 

of Mac beth and the inherent conflict between Christianity and earth-based 

spi rituality in the play , had chosen to set this production in South Africa, 

where he percei ved there to be direct parallels (Program Notes). The teachers 

and I agreed that one of the most common barriers for Americans of all ages to 

an understanding and rich experience of Shakespeare's plays is hi s language, 

and that givi ng the students an opportunity to overcome that barrier was key 

to our inves ti gati on. We built thi s opportunity in as part of the work which 
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addressed our main entry point into our 
study of the production : Wh at are the 

chall enges th at co ntemporary directors, 
actors, and designers face when 

crea ting a success ful and satisfying pe f 
r ormance from Shakespeare 's 

lan guage ? 

One of the challenges in designing this unit was to make it work equally 

well for those teachers who intended to make rich curriculum connections, 

and for those who wanted primarily to address the aesthetic education aspects 

of the unit. Since thi s was one of the two works of art which Head was 

purchasing (and therefore was not receiving the services of a TA from the 

NIA) , I decided to work as a TA in sessions that would address aesthetic 

education issues, and then make myself available to other teachers (besides 

Susan and Karen) for curriculum work if asked. Susan, Karen , and I felt that 

this would be a good way to begin to extend the LBC work at Head beyond their 

classrooms in a non-invasive way . 

On January 9, I · met with the teachers in a planning session that was 

much like an NIA consultation session to agree formally on our approach and 

establi sh each teacher's level of participation (aesthetic education only , or 

curriculum infusion as well) . We planned for each teacher to lead her or hi s 

class in the NIA Guidebook investigation of "Language." In the role of TA, I 

then would lead each class in an investigation that was based on the 

challenges actors face in rehearsing and performing Shakespeare. During 

the session, students would be divided into small groups to begin working on 

" and "why" of one of the key scenes from Macbeth the "who ," "what," "where, 

that the teachers and I had chosen for study. By the end of this session, 

students would begin "translating" the scene for understanding , paraphrasing 

Sh l·nto modern , idiomatic English . akespeare's language 
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The nex t step, to be guided by the 
teachers (with additional in-class help 

from me in Susan's and Karen 's case) was for the students to mount 

Productions of their scenes. At th · 
IS point we put the choice of curriculum 

connections into the students' hands . To parallel the director's decision to set 

the play in an alternative setting and the , process he and the company went 

through to achieve th is, the students were to decide on another setting--time 

and place--for their scene, and design the production components (set, 

costumes, props, lights, sound) based on their choice. We would suggest that 

they might look at any of their academic subjects (social studies, language arts, 

science, math) for possibilities . The groups were to research their chosen 

settings in order to design and execute them, or describe them in writing, 

drawing , and model where full execution was not feasible . For those classes 

who decided to participate fully, we planned an opportunity for the groups to 

perform for each other. 

On January 12, we tried something out of the ordinary to begin the unit. 

Susan had seen a production of Macbeth at Hillwood High School , a local public 

high school that was one of the schools which graduates of Head Middle School 

would be attending, and suggested that we ask Rick Seay, the director of the 

production, if he would be willing to bring several of hi s students to present 

scenes from their production to an assembly of Head sixth grades. Seay agreed 

to participate in the project, and hi s students did a very creditable job in the 

scenes . The Head teachers had prepared their students for a question-and-

answer opportunity after the performance, and the whole experience 

provided great inspiration and impetus for our own investigation . 

Susan and Karen were both very pleased with this event. Susan said 

·d f hers realized that she knows would have 
that it was wonderful to see an 1 ea o 
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gone undeveloped but for the fact that I was 
there to organize and see it 

through . Moreover, Karen commented h 
t at her students had been wildly 

enthusiastic about the performance, and 
"could hardly wait to see the whole 

thing ," not a reaction she had expected f 
rom them (Portfolio report 12 

January). 

From this successful b · · egmnmg we proceeded with the next steps in our 

plan. For the most part we accomplished all that we had set out to do. For those 

classes who were attempting full production of their scenes , I provided an 

additional short session on the practicalities of production aspects: things to be 

considered and choices to be made concerning set , costume, props, sound, 

lights, and staging . All of the research into alternate settings, script analysis, 

design and construction of set, costumes, and props , and all rehearsal took 

place during regular class time and was facilitated for the most part by the 

teachers . Some teachers also took the investigation into the area of language 

arts. As part of the English curriculum they had each student imagine and 

write a description of a possible setting, and some used Macbeth as the text for 

the Reading Skills curriculum for the duration of the investigation . At the end 

of the process, and after we attended the performance of Macbeth, the groups 

performed their scenes for their classmates . 

Throughout this time Susan, Karen , and I continued to meet informally 

but regularly for planning, reflection , and brainstorming . 

report dated 1 /25-1/26 I wrote: 

In the Portfolio 

most fruitful when we are just sitting around 
These meetings are really 

b. J simply have to be alert to catching the big 
almost free-form gab mg. 

then I no tice them taking notes almost out of nowhere-
things--but 

· h · hythm and I have to say that it suits me 
maybe I've finally hit t en r ' 
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better than agendas and such (I 
do still make a list to make sure I cover 

everything we need to _ OK, so h 
t at's an agenda.) 2-3 

Several of the more important things that I was discovering through our 

partnership are represented in this entry ·. h 
t at it is important that I, as 

someone coming into an existing culture, adapt 
to its conditions; that thi s kind 

of collaborative and creative work takes t· 
1me, some of it for unstructured 

exploration of the topics at hand; that I had to trust my partners to take 

responsibility for their own part (taking their own notes); and that just 

because something feels comfortable doesn 't mean that it isn't the right thing 

to do--for example, finding a comfortable balance between spontaneous 

conversation and addressing necessary particulars by making li sts of items to 

be covered . 

One aspect of the unit that we developed over the course of several days 

was the formal reflection strategy. On February 1, students took home another 

interview format questionnaire , question s to be asked by parents of their 

children, and an swers recorded by the parent s. For in-school reflection , we 

decided to make a li st of several questi ons and sugges t a few different lines of 

inquiry (the li st being created with input from students as well as the three of 

us) and offer it to teachers as an initial point from which they could design 

their own reflection activities (with suggestion s that they use them for 

ques tionnaires, classroom group con siderati on, journaling question s, and the 

li ke (Portfolio report February 6). 

The actual performance of Macbeth was not what we expected. The 

Haworth company had told the NIA that they were doing an hour-long scaled 

d · for schools, and had even sent a description of own version of the production 

h l·ncluded several actors , carefully cut scenes, 
the school performance whic 
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and narrati on to bind it together. 
In reality , it turned out to be a 

lecture/demonstration with only two 
actors ("Macbeth" and Lady Macbeth" 

who were , however, effective in the roles ), and 
the "narration" was highly 

pedantic and condescending in both content and 
deli very. The teachers were 

upset and the students were outraged. By the time they went to the 

performance they knew a great deal about Macbeth, theatre production values , 

and Shakespeare's language, and their expectations were high . The teachers 

and I turned our attention to salvaging what we could of the situation. 

I was scheduled to do a follow-up TA visit in each sixth grade classroom . 

Obviously we needed to address the performance . In addition, the teachers had 

noticed that the students were having difficulty in making the transition in 

their own in-class scenes from words on a page to action on a stage. The 

follow-up sessions were designed to address both concerns. First we di scussed 

and wrote about the performance--what we did and what we didn't like about 

it , and why. Fortunately, the two actors had been skilled not onl y in 

delivering Shakespeare's language, but al so in body language and gestural 

technique . We recalled visual images from their performances , then did some 

work on the students' in-class scenes from the standpoint of body language 

and blocking (where and how actors move on stage), and thi s seemed to help 

move them forward in mounting their own productions (Portfolio reports 

February 16 and 17). 

On February 21, Susan and her team performed their scenes in the 

3 Karen 's class performed their scenes for 
gymnatorium, and on March 

Su san' s and another teacher's class . 
The classes (and groups within each 

Of rehearsal , from completely polished and 
class) were at various stages 

costumed scenes on finished (if mostly paper) sets , to book-in-hand works in 
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progress . Notwithstanding the various le I f 
ve s O preparedness , it was obvious 

that every child on stage and · h 
m t e audience understood every line spoken, 

and that even very subtle emotions and 1 . h. 
re ations 1ps were thoroughly 

comprehended. It was also J h 
c ear t at they had absorbed and, within the 

confines of available resources, put to use basic knowledge in stagecraft and 

acting. In spite of the disappointing professional performance, the unit as a 

whole ended on a high note, 

Interlude : Reflection, Ballad , and TCAPs 

During the early spring, eight month into our collaboration, I wa 

becoming more integrally involved in the daily life of Su an ' , and to some 

extent, Karen's classes . On March 3, refl ec ting in my Portfolio report , I wrote: 

My thoughts thi s morning as I write thi have been movi ng around the 

idea that we ADCs are OT trying to be teacher . We learn more about 

teaching so we can work better with teacher and tudent . Teacher and 

students learn more about the art o that planning and de ign and 

executions of activities become more and more collaborative. BUT - we 

all have very individual roles and trength in the proces . It is thi 

collaboration that develops our own strength while stretchin g u into 

II l·nterests me about the work I ha e been doing new places that rea y 

for the LBC. (2) 

And on March 21, I reflected : 

k a couple of differen t people have suggested 
. . in the last 3-4 wee s, 

f thi s whole experiment is the 
that one of the really important aspects 0 

adult 
who is not a teacher but who joins the 

presence of another 
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teacher in an equal 
partnership in the classroom (1· .e. not an aid, not a 

helping parent , not a t d 
s u ent teacher) on a regular b . b . . as1s , nngmg 

another set of contributions, expertise, etc . 
Not only has this made me 

look at my role more closely in report1·ng , it has made me really look at 

how I can make a unique contribution to the mix, really using the 

unique talents and knowledge th 1 at possess - which was the whole 

point. ...... ..... ... [sic] (2) 

These entries demonstrate how b we were eginning to understand my role as 

an artist in the classroom as we continued to develop the mechanics of our 

partnership . 

We were discovering that our best work in "learning through the arts" 

occurred when we stayed grounded in our own strengths even as we learned 

from each other. I was able to lead a fruitful investigation of created notation 

for The Rite of Spring activities , and the teachers knew to take this technique 

into biomes and how to do it. I could facilitate text and emotional analysis, 

character development, and help students understand different production 

elements for Macbeth, and teachers could help them locate interesting settings 

within their other subjects, and lead them in new research techniques as they 

designed their production elements . Over the course of the year we became 

more familiar with each other's territory , and thi s frequently helped us 

become more efficient and creative in our planning as long as we were 

careful not to forget what we knew best. 

Sometimes we did forget. During the Rite of Spring work, I struggled 

for several days trying to figure out exactly how the biome projects could be 

approached. Success because I barely knew what a biome 
I was having little 

was. In time, I concluded that I dl.dn't have to know--the teachers knew that. I 
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kn ew a great deal more, however, by the end of the unit. 
In the same way , 

th ey were trying to picture how created 
notation could be useful in our 

inves ti gati ons. Its possible applications 
in the curriculum became much 

clearer for all of us after I led the 
session with the students investigating the 

concept and practical challenges of II persona Y created musical notation . This 

concept--to stay grounded in my own strengths , knowledge, and talents while 

stretching to encompass my partners'--was the central idea that I found 

myself returning to time and again over the course of the year. 

As a result, I found myself becoming more sensitive to and confident in 

finding ways to make contributions to the classroom that were unique to me as 

an artist, and more specifically as an actor/singer/musician. For example , one 

day in late March Susan mentioned that her social studies class was writing 

ballads about significant personalities in the Middle Ages , and that the 

students were having trouble . They were deriving summaries , or lists of dates 

and events, but were missing the point of creating artful songs from the raw 

facts . Traditional ballad singing is one of my specialties, and I offered to come 

m and sing a few , and discuss ballad form and function. Susan readily agreed . 

In the session I sang two ballads, one Irish and one Appalachian, in the 

appropriate styles. I handed out copies of the words so they could have 

examples of two different verse forms with which to work. We had a lengthy 

discuss ion of the two main aspects of ballads--news/story , and art/soap opera--

and that both needed to be represented in their own creations . We discussed 

the idea of imagining their ballads being performed to determine if they had 

artis tic merit. We discussed some of the elegant metaphors and lack of graphic 

detail in traditional ballads (e.g. "She leaned her back against an oak, first it 

bent and then it broke" for getting pregnant) . 
We discussed the convention of 
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wri ting ne~ words to an exi sting 1 
me ody th at you like as a perfectly legitimate 

and time-honored way to approach b 
allad writing . 

Susan was very pleased with h 
t e session, and felt that they had more 

knowledge and some inspiration with which 
to re-address the project 

(Portfolio report 22 March ). Sh E ·1 d 
e ma1 e me the next day, "My kids were 

imitating the ballad voice tricks this afternoon. Life is rich .. .. Thanks again 

for all your efforts" (Email 23 March) . I 
got to see the words and hear about 

performances of some of the ballads the following week, and they were 

impres sive--creative, metaphorically rich, quirky , and funny, and many 

sho wed a real understanding and synthesi s of the historical topic and ballad 

form . 

On March 22 and 23 , first with Karen and then with Susan , I conducted 

our second reflection interviews of the year. In them we remembered the 

Macbeth unit, di scussed our work with Process-Portfolios (which had begun to 

be more organized and productive after the winter holiday), tried to organize 

what we wanted to do in the last two months of the school year, and continued 

to look at the year as a whole and our development as indi viduals and a team 

within it. Susan in particular was distressed that , upon reflection , things 

seemed so "messy ": for example, the created notation acti vity had just faded 

away rather than being built upon , and she found many other loose ends, 

while her impulse was to establish strong themes that lasted throughout the 

" · d " Our conversat1·on turned toward year, with everything neatly tie up . 

·d messy, and the culture of constant interruptions, 1 entifying why things were 

confli cting demands , and lack of time that exists in the public schools emerged 

as a maj or factor. 
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One of Karen's observations was that it 
was my job to push her to do 

things (like reflection) that she didn't want to do . 
It was very gratifying to 

have her identify and (laughingly) accept 
a role with which I had been 

somewhat uncomfortable (22 March 22) . 
Both teachers Emailed their thanks 

for the conversations, and the transcriptions which 1 . d again prepare and 

returned to them (Standbrook 23 March ; Catignani , 28 March) . 

As part of my LBC responsibility to facilitate reflection and 

documentation, I also had been working with Susan, Karen and the students on 

their Process-Portfolios, work which really began to be organized and 

productive after the winter holiday. The LBC Process-Portfolio was being 

developed as a place for new learning and reflection , and a place to keep 

documentation of learning-through-the-arts activities (and other activities , at 

teacher's and student's discretion). The idea was that students approached 

creating their Process-Portfolio to tell the story of their learning journey 

through the year, in the same way that arti sts approached creating works of 

art. By telling these stories of learning well , it wa eventually intended to 

become a viable assessment tool. We felt that an important step in this process 

was to determine how the Process-Portfolio could compliment and support 

current methods of standardized assessment, and devised a plan for me to lead a 

TA- style multi-media reflection on TCAP testing after they were completed . 

The TCAPs (Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program) are an 

annual , standardized, state-wide achievement test on which a great deal of 

· b th tudent progress and teacher 
emphasis is placed in evaluating o s 

effectiveness. They cover mainly the standard academic subjects of math and 

1 Very brl.ef attention to science and social studies . We 
an guage skills , with 

believed that , . while the TCAPs may demonstrate learning in some areas, the 
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information represented in the Proce p f . 
ss- ort oho was also important. Susan 

and Karen knew from years of · 
experience as public school teachers how much 

pressure the TCAP tests put on students and teachers 
alike, and were looking 

for a productive way to help the students ease and 
process this stress, and to 

put the tests m a healthy perspective as indicators of personal worth (Email 29 

March) . 

In the session, we began by discussing the reasons for and emotions 

elicited by the tests; then each student created three whole-body physical 

gestures of how she or he felt before, during, and after the tests. The next 

activity was to create a drawing that captured one or both of the following : 

What is your overall or strongest emotional reaction to testing , and why do we 

do it? Finally, we video taped a class discussion in which we asked them to tell 

us why we do standardized tests, what the tests tell us about them , whether or 

not the tests are useful, and what information about them and their learning is 

not represented through testing . 

The students took the final discussion quite seriously, and the answers 

were very clear as to what they thought this testing did and didn 't accomplish. 

By the end of the session the students were talking excitedly about all of the 

subjects, skills, and activities at which they excelled, or in which they were 

interested, that were not represented on the tests . Susan reported the next day, 

"After our reflection on the TCAPs, the kids got really excited about all the 

things they could put into their P-Ps [Process-Portfolios]" (Email 1 April). 

Teachers, students, and ADC--we were very pleased with the opportunity for 

intellectually and emotionally processing the tests (Portfolio report 31 March). 

) of the kinds of planning and 
These are some examples (among many 

. 1 d during the second half of the year. 
activities in which I was mvo ve 

Some of 
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m~ ontributio n. to the part h' . ners 1P direc tl y · in vol ved my talents, kill s, and 
knowledge as a perfo rmi ng arti st· but . 

' 
10 every case my contributi on were 

also grounded in my years of ex · 
penence as a professional arti st in "doing and 

undergo in g." in 

th e informa ti on 

th em . 

makin g connections · • 
' m creating meaning and context out of 

in the classroom the w k 
' or s of art, and our experience of 

The Wonderful o 

The play The Wonderful 0, our fourth and final anchoring work of art 

for the year which Head Middle School attended on April 7, is a musical 

adaptation of the James Thurber story by Will Osborne and Ann Sternberg. 

The story deals with pirates , treasures (tangible and intangible), friendly 

islanders, and "Captain Black" who hates "O's" and never uses them in his 

speech because when he was a boy his mother (also a pirate) became wedged 

m a porthole and "we culdn 't pull her in suh we had tuh push her ut" (8) . 

When we first began thinking about the unit in February, we discussed 

the pos sibility of having the students come up with the curriculum 

connections . The piece is lively and accessible, with many curriculum 

connections in language arts, science, social studies, and math seemingly 

almos t built in, as was evidenced by the teachers' notes from Summer Session 

(which I had received with other similar materials at the first of the year) . By 

the end of the year, however, we had decided that we accomplished a great deal 

in the past eight months, and we deserved the opportunity to relax and enjoy 

the pl ay as a work of art, focusing on the aesthetic education investigation . 

Thi s dec ision was al so prompted by the fact that preparation for the play had 
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overl apped wi th the bu sy March schedule that 
included TCAP testing (which, 

wi th preparation for and the week of • 
teS tmg, occupied most of the month). 

Because I had a leading rol • h 
e m t e Production, because the NIA was 

providing TAs for the aesthetic education uni·t, and since Dolores (the Music 

Speciali st) was also addressing the piece in her classes, 1 agreed 

wholeheartedly with this plan. S ·11 ti ' many connections and activities 

occurred. They read the novella aloud to their classes, and discussed the 

challenges in adapting such a work to the stage (noticing the changes that 

occurred). They concurrently studied Treasure Island by Robert Louis 

Stevenson in the English curriculum, looking for similar themes . The 

questionnaire for the end of the unit dealt with the play in a more "academic" 

way, addressing it as literature with questions like "What were some of the 

themes in The Wonderful O" and "Which characters were most connected to 

each theme, and how?" (Portfolio report 21 April) . 

We also tried an innovation in the use of T As within the aesthetic 

education study unit. Several of the actors in the production were also TAs, or 

artists who had worked in education in other settings. Instead of a follow-up 

visit by the two T As who led the preparatory sessions, we asked four of the 

actors to come into the classrooms in costume to answer questions from the 

students in two persona: As the character; and as themselves, the actors 

playing the characters . In preparing for the sessions , teachers led the 

students in discussions not only of good questions based on their experience of 

the piece, but also of discussions about to whom each question was 

appro priate! y 

related to the 

addressed--actor or character--thus sorting out which issues 

• nd which related to the piece as theatre . 
piece as literature, a 



My role in thi s session was pri·mari·Iy . . 
orgamzat1onal : I introduced the 

idea to 
th

e NIA a
nd 

received permission to try it; selected and obtained the 

services of the actors; prepared the actors for h 
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t e session, explaining the 

rationale and discussing process; worked with Karen (the NIA contact teacher) 

on scheduling; did all contract paperwork with the actors ; and helped the 

teachers develop strategies for preparing for the session . 

All reports from teachers, actors , and students indicated that this was a 

very successful experiment--both fun-filled and valuable . 
The question s were 

excellent, the actors handled themselves well , and the teachers felt that a great 

deal of valuable information was exchanged and that the students benefited 

from participating in such complex and informative anal ys is and di scuss ion 

(Portfolio report 20 April ). 

Denouement 

The rest of the school year proceeded in various activities, and in many 

meetings , formal and informal , to make plan s th at began to look forward to 

another year. In late April I was asked by Alexander Bernstein to re spond to 

for an essay on collaboration between artists and Jane Remer' s request 

book , Beyond Enrichment: Buildin~ Effective Arts teachers for her upcoming --

. t In part to gather thoughts Partnerships with School s and Your Communi y. 

h h of us met on April 25 for with Susan and Karen for the essay, t e t ree 

some of our activities, lines of inquiry , reflection on the year, and reviewed 

and conclusions from the year. 

(another teacher who had become more Susan, Karen, and Jim Baringer 

. the year progressed, especially with regard to involved in the proJect as 
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portfolio work) and I worked in th · 1 e1r c asses to further the use of Process-
Portfolios and bring some closure t h 

o t e year in that way. At h d t e en of May , 
did video taped interviews with each of Susan's 

students in a portfolio 

"conference" to help them make sense of thei·r 
Process-Portfolios, and to give 

us more information about how they were 
working for the students. We also 

asked Eric Booth (who had been instrumental in designing the LBC Process

Portfolio approach) to look through Susan's students' p rocess-Portfolios . He 

did so, and then met with us to discuss what he saw h as strengt s, weaknesses, 

and next steps for our portfolio work. 

The Design Team, which had only convened with self-selected members 

during March, had begun to meet twice a month to fulfill its function of 

figuring out ways to extend learning through the arts into the rest of the 

school. Prior to that , Susan , Karen , and I had been functioning informally as 

the Design Team in our meetings, pulling in teachers from time to time who 

were involved or interested in a particular project or process. In thi s way the 

school year came, not so much to a close, as to a pause in the process before the 

upcoming Summer Session in June , which would lead directly into the next 

school year. 

The LBC pilot model school project would continue into the 1995-1996 

school year, but the collaboration that Susan, Karen , and I had enjoyed was at 

an end. I would not be continuing in the same role with the LBC in the 

h I hoped to be working with Susan and Karen in following year and, althoug 

other capacities, they would have another ADC. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Although a complete telling is the stuff of a book, this paper has 

attempted to relate the story of a collaborati·on b etween an artist and two 
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teac hers. These partners worked together over the course of a school year to 

ex pl ore the poss ibilities of a "learning through the arts" approach to general 

educati on, based on Lincoln Center style aesthetic education. The role of the 

artist (ADC) in thi s collaboration was shown to derive directly from the role of 

the arti st (TA) in aesthetic education and this role, in turn, was grounded in 

John Dewey's philosophy of "art as experience," and the work of the artist as 

one who shapes and articulates human experience to produce works of art that 

both pique and gratify the human urge toward the aesthetic . 

The collaborators--Susan Standbrook and Karen Catignani the teachers, 

and I the artist--came away from the collaborative experience with many 

observation s and conclusions which we have hoped might prove useful to 

others embarked on similar journeys. As previously mentioned, we engaged 

in a reflective conversation at the end of the year in which we were looking 

fo r understandings we had learned to be shared in an essay which I was 

· 1 h In addition to this conversation, there wnting for publication e sew ere. 

were others prompted by my work on the essay as well as our impulse toward 

year-end reflection and closure. As a result of these conversations, and 

I 1 entrl. es , Email, notes , lesson plans, and other 
ooki ng back through my og 

(of Which selections are represented in this 
documentati on from the year 

paper), I can draw several conclusions--or at least articulate several through 
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lines , or point s of interest--about 
our collaboration, and my role a3 an artist in 

it ' 

In our planning and execution of 
projects over the course of the year, 

the main tool we brought t th 0 e task was conversation , literally hundreds of 

hours of transactional talk before, d · 
unng, and after activities and projects . As 

Susan put it in April , "We just all talk at the same time until something good 

comes out--everybody knows when we hear it" (Conversation 25 April l) . 

These conversations became easier and more fruitful as we began to know 

each other better. We d1'dn't 1 a ways connect at the beginning of the year, we 

frequently felt lost in our collaborative conversation, we had to learn to trust 

that we could figure out the current conundrum together. By wandering 

around and bumping into each other conversationally , as Susan put it on April 

25, we more clearly identified our common experience and common values. By 

the end of the year, we all agreed that the biggest things we had going for us 

were our mutual respect and trust, and our willingness to listen to each other. 

I also am convinced that the formal reflection interview conversations 

which I conducted twice during the year--preparing questions, audio taping 

the resulting conversations, transcribing them and returning them to the 

teachers--were remarkably efficient collaborative tools, even though they 

were time intensive for me. They gave me an opportunity to look at what we 

had been doing and analyze it in order to come up with good questions for the 

teachers . The interviews gave the teachers a focused time in which they could 

reflect on the work we had done, remembering many things that had been 

inspirations and courses of action from 
forgotten, and frequently finding new 

· not only gave them a great deal of 
the process. Having the transcript10ns 

1 P
lace, it also gave them a grounded 

information in one quickly accessib e 
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sen . e of accompli hment to 
ee a cumulative summary of what we had been 

doing. and to read their 0 wn good thoughts about it. 

good documentation of our work and 
process together. 

Finally , they also prov ided 

In a similar situati on I 
would use thi s tool more frequently . 

Susan , Karen, and I also learned time and aga1·n 
over the course of the 

year th at, although we constantly were l · 
earnmg more about each others' 

strength s and areas of expertise, we did our best work when we stayed 

grounded 10 our own . The teachers had the big school picture. They knew the 

basic curriculum requirements, they k d 1 new eve opmental issues for sixth 

graders in general, they knew the individual children, they understood the 

organization of the school and school system in which they worked and what 

resources might be available within these organizations . As experienced 

classroom teachers , they had a deep and constant understanding of how to lead 

youn g minds into greater knowledge of their world. I had a working 

knowledge of theatre and music, both as performer and theoretician, and 

brought wi th me practice in creating powerful aesthetic education 

experiences for young people. And I had over 20 years of experience in the 

cumulative process of doing and undergoing, making and perceiving, that 

goes into the creation of a work of art. Practically speaking, Susan and Karen 

kept track of the school agenda, and I tried to be sure that we stayed on track 

with our projects and, although I was not entirely successful, I tried to be sure 

that our goals for each unit of study didn't get lost in the daily exigencies of 

school life . We found that, with practice and a growing knowledge of each 

h Of talents , knowledge, expertise, and focus resulted in 
ot er, our combination 

Were Challenging, exciting, and stimulating for the 
curriculum activities that 

students--and for us. 
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When I was working O h n t e essay for J R ane emer, I asked Susan and 
Karen fo r any thoughts or adv ice which they mi ght want to share with 
teac hers wh o were engaged in or contemplat1·ng II b a co a oration similar to 
ours. Their comments were very valuable, and I 

would like to summarize them 

here . First of all , be welcoming to anyone who is w,·11,·ng to . 
come mto your 

school to work . Schools have a life and a rhythm of their own. For someone 

coming in from a totally different background perspective, learning or 

routines and meeti ng people have to be overwhelming at first. Be ready to 

pro vide information about how the school functions : what other programs or 

meetings or committees are already in place; how the school operates 

organizationall y in terms of grade levels or teams, and how they interact. 

Don 't take for granted that someone new understands any of this--what may 

seem obvious to a seasoned teacher may be indecipherable to a newcomer. But 

the most important thing is to be willing to make the time (when there is none 

to spare) to talk and to listen. These were some of the important points that 

Su san and Karen wanted to share with other teachers. 

I would also share some thoughts with another artist contemplating a 

classroom collaboration. It is important that the artist, as a guest in the school, 

learn the teachers' existing rhythms and working patterns. At first , try to fit 

in : then, if you want to try new ways of doing things , you can purposefully 

t with, existing habits and structures. Be plan them to complement, not compe e 

ready to take on tasks that might not fit your image of yourself as artist in the 

· writing up lesson plans, co llaboration--like taking notes, photocopymg, 

1
. f the next project--but that have, nevertheless, been shopping for supp ,es or 

teachers, and which they almost certainly do 
generated by your work with the 

not have time to add to their li sts. 
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It is important to rememb er, at the sa · me lime, that your presence in a 
classroom co ll aboration is most 1 va uable because of what you bring to the 
partnership as an arti st, not as ersatz 

teacher or clerical support. Your 
creative habit s of thought and action 

complement or support (depending on 

the teacher) the teachers' habits of th h . 
oug t and actJon. Approach every 

moment of the collaboration as you wo Id 
u approach the creation of a work of 

art in your discipline . Be alert also for opportunities to utilize your special 

body of knowledge and skills as · 1·k an artist-- 1 e extempore ballad singing in a 

medieval history class, or using f · your pro ess1onal connections to persuade a 

few actors to contribute their time and · energy to in -class question-and-

answer sessions after a performance. 

I found, through experience over the year, that it was very valuable for 

the teachers and students to experience me, their ADC, as a working 

profess ional artist. The teachers had all seen me perform before, at the very 

least in the production of The Wonderful O during the Summer Session, and so 

had a basis for accepting me as an equal in professional status. However, 

except for singing two ballads in Susan's class, the production of The 

Wonderful O in April was the first time that most of the students had seen me 

on stage, and the result was amazing. They knew, without a doubt, that I was a 

profess ional performer, good at something in my own right, where before I 

imagine that they had seen me somewhat as a part time or ersatz teacher. The 

students immediately began to relate to me in a new way--more personally, 

· h · enthus1· asm and respect, and with more assumption 
Wit almost overwhelmrng 

that what I had to offer in a conversation was valuable. They had seen me 

excel as an artist , and because they already knew me somewhat as a person, 

they could realize how hard the person works in the performance, and how 
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much skill and knowledge was involved. 
I would recommend that any artist 

working in a school collaboration try to 
build in some performance or 

demonstration of his or her art as 1 
ear Y as possible in the process in order to 

facilitate equal and rich exchanges among the participants . 

As rich as our year together was, I know that we have only begun to 

scratch the surface of possibilities inherent in this kind of equal collaboration 

of artist and teacher in the classroom. I h h n t e aest etic education Institutes, 

and at the LBC, there is an enormous oral and some written tradition of 

anecdotal evidence about how deeply this work affects students, teachers, and 

artists, greatly enhancing the lives and learning of all involved. The Lila 

Wallace-Readers Digest Fund research project has begun the process of more 

rigorous evaluation of the effects of aesthetic education and learning through 

the arts . This will enable practitioners to use the methods to greater effect, 

and will provide persuasive evidence to the policy makers in arts and 

education that might encourage them to incorporate learning through the 

arts into general educational practice. The results of this project must be 

viewed as only the beginning of the investigation. 

It would be both interesting and informative to map more carefully how 

artist and teachers are similar in their approach to their work , and how they 

are different. This knowledge would allow participants to make the 

collaboration more intentional and productive. In conjunction with ongoing 

d d h people learn , it would also be 
investigations into the nature of min an ow 

analyze and describe precisely how aesthetic 
informative and persuasive to 

through the arts stimulate learning and provide 
education and learning 

opportunities for authentic 

learning styles. 

nt across multiple intelligences and assess me 
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Moving for a moment outside the realm 
of arts in education, the 

artist/teacher equal partnership of the NIA and 
LBC provides a model for 

class room partnerships involving th 0 er expert practitioners from other 

domains . The tradition which we as 
a culture unfortunately seem to adhere to 

is that the teacher is a "fount of all knowledge" who imparts this knowledge to 

her students . The body of knowledge in the world today is so large--and 

increasing daily--that no one teacher can be expected to know more than a 

fraction of what is knowable . Involving other expert practitioners on a 

regular basis in general education would bring new information and 

processes into the classroom. This would mean that teachers could relax in the 

knowledge that they cannot know everything rather than being tortured by 

it , and could serve elegantly as the facilitator and coordinator of learning 

opportunities within her classroom. Bringing ne w processes into the 

clas sroom with other expert practitioners would allow indi vidual students 

greater opportunity to find way s of as similating their own knowledge: the y 

would have a better chance at learning how to learn . The establi hed 

presence of other equal partners in the class room al o mi ght serve to help 

return the education and nurturing of our young people to a more central 

pl ace in our culture . 

In the same vein, it would be interes ting to see if placing ex pert 

practitioner artists in a more central role in general education would 

to demargl·nalizing the arts and artists in our society. contribute somehow 
In a 

. · d the belief that the arts are fri vo lous or 
time when funding is d1sappeanng an 

we, as artists and educators, must do all we can to 
even dangerous is spreading, 

h ts are an essential aspect of being 
remind all people everywhere th at t e ar 

human. 
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These are just a few possible b. 
su Jects fo r future research . The 

Pros pec ts fo r furth er exploration 1n h f. 
t e 1eld of education through the arts are 

as varied as the experiences of the arts themselves, whi.ch 
are the aestheti call y 

sa ti fying di stillations of the experience of all mankind . 

When I look at the time that I spent with Susan and Karen, my partners 

in education through the arts , and contemplate all that I experienced and 

learned about art , education, and people , I know that my life has been 

fundamentally changed. Although I am first and foremost a performing arti st, 

and cannot conceive of being anything else, neither can I conceive, after thi s, 

a life in which I am not in some way involved with education through the arts. 

Toward the end of our year together, Susan and I received an E-mail 

from Karen which included a quote from T. S. Eliot's "Little Gidding" which she 

thought summed up our journey through the year. Appropriately enough , in 

my investigation of Maxine Greene's primary contributions to the philosophy 

of aesthetic education at LCI , I discovered that she had used the same quote to 

close her final talk for the LCI Summer Session in July, 1979: 

We shall not cease from exploration 

And the end of all our exploring 

Will be to arrive where we started 

And know the place for the first time. 

. bl companions in the exploration. · Teachers and artists make admira e 
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I VESTIGA TION ONE: 
THE WILLING SUSPENSION OF DISBELIEF _ 
ACTIONS IN IMAGINARY ENVIRONMENTS. CREATING IMAGINARY 

Inspired by the style in which the book Th L. l . 
· t d b A t · d s · e itt e Prince was written and 1IIustra e Y n orne e amt-Exupery D · 

8
. . 

use minimal sets costumes and ' h enice 1_cks and Jtll Jackson chose to 
Thi s approach ~oses inter~sting prhoplsl w en adaptmg the book to the stage. 

c a enges for the produ t· d · d for the actors, in creating the Id f c ton es1gners, an 
. . wor O the play. It also challenges the 

audience to meet the production with a "wi ll' · f 
imagi nations ready to go! mg suspension o di sbelief" and 

Point of Entry (1st Impression ) : 
The challenge to the imagination of creating a wide vari ety of places and 
things using minimal sets, props, and costumes - and the actors' resources . 

Point of Entry (Reflective Impression ): 
The "willing suspen sion of di sbelief" is the convention in Western Theatre 
whereby actors (and other theatre arti sts) and the audience agree that , for th e 
duration of the play , they will use their imaginations in order to beli eve th at 
what takes place on stage is "real " even though, by mundane standard s it i not 
real , but "pretend ." The audience, in parti cul ar , is asked to beli eve in the 
reality of what they see and hear (for example. th at th e same pace of wooden 
floor can be a desert , a mountain , outer space. and everal different asteroid ). 

When a pl ay is done with minim al sets, prop , and co tumes--th at i , minimal 
visual and practical prompt s to the im agi nati on--th en actors mu t crea te way 
to convey the stage reality to the audience that do not rel y on tangible , and 
the audience members must use their imagi nation s in orde r to fm1 h creatrn g 
the world of the play . 

Warm Up: 

Stand in a circle. As a group, take three deep. centerin g breath . 

Pl h · · the mt'ddle of the circ le. A k student , one by one, to go to the ace a c atr in · · · · h · · 
middle of the circle and somehow interac t wi th th e cha_1r--1mag1n10g t at it is 

· · h Id EXCEPT a chair in the middle of the floor. (It any obJect or place in t e wor . . d d 
b ball bat a very large earring. a san une, an 

could be a lawn-mower, a ase ' 11 cave ) A k the other 
. . I ht- saber, a very sma ..... .. .. . 

airplane, a mountain top, a ig . . th ·r hand when they think 
. h t comment rai sing e1 

students to observe wtt ou . ct' B . fl di· cu choices. (Caution : · · b g use ne Y 
they know ho w the chatr ts e_in . · . • ratio n ho, ever wacky or meager. ) 
Don 't think too much ! Go with mstant 10 pt ' 
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xe r c i e: 

I ) Begin in a circle, taking th 
ree more d eep, centering breaths. 

A k parti cipant to wa lk at 
h 

·1 bl an easy pace · t e ava1 a e space (being caref I m a random fashion th h 
b th b 

. u not to bu • roug out all of 
a out e room, egm to call . mp mto each other) A h 

h I 
. out mstructi b · s t ey move 

to vary t e eve l (hi gh medi·u I ons a out movement cho· B d ' m, ow) t ices . e sure 
backwar ' to th e side), and patterns ~ndempo (slow to fast), direction (forward 
angJ_e s_, loops and curves). Combine . movement qualities (straight lines a;d 
part1 c1pant s beco me more comfortabledifferent movemen_t qualities as 
(bac kwards loops low high angl ' and concentrat10n levels increase 

' es to the left). 

As they continue walking around th 
in the en vironment: move through e space, begin to call out simple changes 
hot pavement , step in bubble gum a snowst0rm, move underwater, walk on 
de sert. ... ... ' move through quicksand, walk in a 

B;iefl yd ~~cus s how trying to convey different environment and conditions 
c ange e way they moved and related to each other. 

2) Come back into the circle. Brainstorm a list of d"ff . 
settings . (Or, you may want to use h . 1 erent envuonments, or 
L

. l p t e environment settings that appear in r h e 
1tt e rince : a burning hot desert,· t f a s eep mountain ; tiny planets, only a few 
~et across; traveling through space (no space ship); flying and crashing 

a1rplane . an 

Divide participants into four or five small groups. 

Assign or allow each group to choose one setting. Ask each small group to 
prepare a performance of people existing in their chosen environment 
setting, using found objects in the room if you like, or just using their skills as 
actors. Each group should begin by making a list of the most important 
elements of the environment to be conveyed to the audience. Remind them of 
the movement options explored in step 1. Assign each group a part of the 
space in which to rehearse. 

When all groups are ready, perform the environment settings for each other. 
Be sure that all participants have paper and writing tool before you start. 
Have each group perform in the space in which they rehearsed, with other 
participants moving only enough to be able to observe. As each group 
perfo rm s its setting, ask the audience to capture as much of the performance 
on paper as they can, using any combination of words, symbols, and drawing . 
(Each performing group may need to "exist" in their en_vironment for several 
minutes, or repeat the performance, in order for the audience to observe 
deeply.) If possible, take photographs of or video tape each. setting 
perfo rmance. At the end of each performance allow the audience to guess the 
environment and describe what they saw. Good questions are "What did you 
lli?" and "How could you tell (what was intended)?" If you have video taped 
the perfo rmance , the tape could be used to great advantage as an immediate 



feedba k refl ec ti on too l. 
the chat lenge . 

In vite aud · 
ience member~ to offer other so luti ons to 

ore: "flying and crashing an airplan " · 
enjovable se ttin gs and effects prod de bis one of the most striking and 

· · uce Y the acto d h · · produ cn on, and th ey crea te the effect . h . rs an t eir props in the 
literall y part of an airplane Yo Wit out usrng any props that are 
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· · u may want to wa · h h . 
then in an additional step let e h h rm up wit ot er settings 
to th e airplane challenge ~nd c ac of ht e four groups find their own solution 

' ompare t e results JF you h d h · you might also allow them to . . J c oose to o t is, 
help th em with the illusion--o~se i~anohus obj~cts (found props) in the space to 
. [[ . . g e t e assignment for performance at a later 

t11n e and a ow the part1c1pants to gather props f th l h l 
h E 

rom o er paces at sc oo, 
and f rom ome. ncourage them to use Found not · ll d J' , spec1a y create , props. 

Reflection: 

Ask students for a written response in their journals to the questions: How did · 
you so!ve the challenge of creating your imaginary environment? (What 
steps did you go through to solve the challenge?) Describe your solution. 

As a class, discuss the idea of putting on a play with almost no set or special 
effects (other than those created by the actors themselves) . Contrast this with 
the meticulous realism of most television and film . Discuss and contrast the 
role imagination plays for the audience when watching a realistic film and 
when watching a minimalist production in the style with which they have 
been experimenting. 

On the board or a flip chart (or individually in journals) make a list of pros 
and cons for both production styles (realism and minimalism), from the point 
of view of the audience, and from the point of view of the actors and other 
theatre artists who contribute to the productions . 

For the Portfolio: 

By participation in the activity , st~de~ts have alread~ pr_oduced some evide?ce 
of their involvement in the invest1gat1on (documentation). They have the hst 
of the most important elements of the environment th~y perform~d, the 
sketches made while observing the other groups environments , Journa! 

· h h t copy down the list of pros and cons for reahsm and 
entnes, t ey may c oose O h · d ta e of their 
minimalism, and they may have a photograp or vi eo P 
environment performance. 

remind them to watch for how the actors 
Before you go to the_ perfor~a~cet'he challenge of creating the imaginary 
and _ other theatre artists so ve ible after the performance, give them the 
environments. As soon as poss . the performance (through any 
opportunity to capture what they s~w 

1? g) and compare their own solutions 
combination of words, symbols, or k. raw;nr both similarities and differences . 
with those they saw on stage, 100 mg 

0 
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Adaptation for Younger Students: 
If students are too yo ung to work successful( 

1 
. 

work on several environments as a whole 
I 

Y a one . 10 small groups, then 
groups as yo u have available adults If youc ass , kor divide into as many smaller 

· d' · wor as a whole class then divide the class into au 1ence and actors and perform th t · • ' 
h h e se tings twice so that everyone as a c ance to experience both . 

Younger students also _ may need the assistance of an adult or older student in 
writing down reflective thoughts and artwork annotations . 

INVESTIGATION TWO: 

ACTORS PLAYING MANY DIFFERENT ROLES IN ONE PRODUCTION 

In the performance of The Little Prince, two actors play almost all of the 
supporting roles. This means that in rehearsal they had to work carefully and 
with great imagination to create characters that were significantly different 
from each other, and in performance they will have to change characters 
very quickly . Also , costume and prop designers had to create pieces that could 
be changed quickly, and that would provide a maximum of information for the 
audience and help to the actor. 

Point of Entry (1st Impression): 
Two actors playing many different roles in the play . 

Point of Entry (Reflective Impression): 
What are the challenges for an actor in creating and perfor~ing more ~han 
one role in the same production, and for the designers creating appropnate 
costumes and props? 

Warm Up: 

Stand in a circle. As a group' take three deep, centering breaths. 

Or three small objects that can be passed, on~ at a time, . 
Have on hand two .11 uickl use the small obJect as something 
around the circl_e. _Each student wi 

1
q .f {he object is a spoon, students might 

el se before passmg it o_n . (For examJ e, / n arrow a pet cat, a kite string ...... ) 
interact with it as a microphone, a s ove ' a ' 

Exercise A: 

. . 11 all out an object, then count to five 
1) Still in the circle, explain that you w\hr~e four, fi ve--DOOR.) Participants 
and repeat the object (DOOR--one, two'. t ~nd "become" the object, and by 

· h' ch to ex penmen h b' t have the five count m w I b' t is) will have become t at o Jee • 
" ( hatever the o Jee I' h the second "DOOR or w b. t to allow them to rea 1ze t e 

Pause before going on to the next oAJtC ou work, begin to encourage them to 
improvisation for ~ few moments . vocJizations to the objects they are 
move out of the circle , and to add 
becoming . 
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2) Di scuss the idea that we t d 
I t h en to recognize "t " 

peop e o. w. o_m we assign the same . ~pes of people in our culture 
th em as md1 v1duals: for example, foo~::;tcten st1c s as a group before we kn ~w 
a_nd queens are rega l and speak formall pl~yers are large and strong, kin gs 
fierce . These types tend to be t d' Y' !(hngons are hulking loud and 
. h . . . wo- 1mens1onal h '. , 
in t e prev10u s improvisation a t· . , per aps more hke the obJ·ects 

I I b · c iv1ty, rather th f II peop e. n a ram storming sessio 1. . an u Y rounded, complicated 
. . Id n, ist many d1ff " exist m our wor today with who th erent types" of people that 

d f l · • m e students would b f • . raw rom te ev1s1on , movies and b k e am1har. Feel free to 
' 00 s as well as real life. 

Note: I know this is tricky territory _ d'd . 
reasons including time, prefer to m k so i Saint~Exupery. You may, for many 1' a e your own List ,f · · h 
used in the activity. The iconic (or h . 01 iconic c aracters to be 

are t ey essential?) h · Th Little Prince include: a King C . · c aracters in __ e 
, a onceited Man a Tipple B . 

Lamplighter ( one who literally and blind/ follows r, a_ usi~essman, a 
in circumstance), a Geographer (schola,r 1',, h ~r~ers in spite of changes 

d h d) d Y aut onty who only reports secon an , an a merchant (progress r 't' . 
1or i s own sake, without substance) . 

3) Assign , or allow each participant to choose h · · 
to work. Ask each to make a list of the phys1·c' aloneb he a_ractler tydpe w1tlh which 

. . , e av10ra , an voca 
attnbutes of her or his character After they have w k d h' 1· . . · or e on t 1s 1st for 
awhile, ask them to wnte one sentence that their character m · ht Ask for 
vo lunteers to share their work. ig say . 

4) Now ask p_articipants to put_ ~heir characters "on their feet"--that is, to begin 
to act out their characters, dec1dmg how they stand and move and what their 
voices sound like when they speak their sentence. **Do not ailow them to use 
props at this time.** Ask for volunteers to share their work (if there is time, 
observe all). 

5) Assign , or allow part1c1pants to pick, partners. (Be sure that they pick a 
partner who is working on a DIFFERENT character. ) Ask each partner to teach 
hi s or her character to the other. Once all are secure in both characters (the 
one they created and the one they learned) practice switching quickly from 
one to another. This can be accomplished as a group: Ask participants to 
spread out and assume the role of their own character. Ask them to switch 
immediately to the one they have learned from their partner when you say 
"change." Start by allowing them plenty of time between changes, then call 
the changes faster and faster until they can move smoothly from one to 
another. 

Now divide the group into halves (you may choose to work in s~aller groups if 
you have time) . Let each half observe as audien~e members :,vhile you call 
"ch " f h h As audience members di scuss the kmds of characters ange or t e ot er. ' 
you see. Discuss h O w you could tell who the characters were, and h~~ you 
could tell when they had switched. Discuss posture, ~ovement qu~ht1es, . word 
h · 1 1- · v ·deotape would be an effective means with which to 

c 01ces, voca qua 1t1es. 1 
1. d Id b d as a 

capture thi s work for a class or individual portfo !OS, an cou e use 
very effec ti ve reflection tool on the spot. 



Di scuss the challenges 
h 

m creating a character 
ch aracter to anot er. Allow time , a_nd in changing 

for personal from one Journaling. 
Exercise B: 

I) On a new sheet of paper (or th b . 
participants to make a sketch of ~he~ck 

O 
~f. the

1
ir list of characteristics) ask 

ngma character. 

IOI 

2) As part of the sketch, ask them t . . 
few seconds in which to put on a 

O 
imagme that an actor would only have a 

. . ny costume for th h 
design one costume piece or prop th t Id e c . aracter and ask them to 

h d. · · a wou be most to t e au ience m identifying the cha t . _important or most helpful 
ESSENTIAL design element that conv:ac e~h The I~ea is t? find the one 
be sure that it is something that an a t e 

1
; 0st 1~format1on . Remind them to 

handle easily on stage. c or cou get into and out of quickl y, and 

Ask for volunteers to share their work. 
f d 

. h . . Discuss the feasibility and rn genuit~' 
o esign c 01ces . Discuss what d1ffe ('f ) h 1 

k f . rence 1 an y t e presence of th 
costu~e ma e_s . or the actor m creating the character on stage (rath:r ~~o:n or 
working specifically without costume and props, as they did in their earli er 
character creations) . 

If you wish , repeat this process with their second , learned charac ter . 

Reflection: 

Thi s investigation is full of reflection . Movement embodie qui ck refl ec ti on 
on objects in the warm-up. The brain storm e ion i group refl ec ti on, 
calling up and bringing together what we kn ow a a group . A pect of th e 
participants' characters and the challenge of creating them mu t be examined 
before "how to " steps can be planned. An actor' or de igner' work might be 
seen as embodying the results of all these kind of reflec ti on. 

Ask part1c1pants to write in their journals about th e chall enge 
creating a character, in learning more than one character at a 
changing from one character to another, and in de ignin g a 
costume or prop for the character. 

th ey face d in 

time, in 
ignature 

As soon as possible after the performance, ask parti cipant to refl ec t on the 
actors' and designers' choices in creating different charac ters and makin g 
charac ter changes . Ask them to draw the charac ter that eemed mo t 
effecti ve to them in as much detail as th ey can remember. A k them to 
compare what they experienced of the actors in the perfo rm ance to what they 
experienced as actors during thi s in vestigati on. 

Di scu ss the role imagination played for the actors and other theatre arti sts 
who created the characters in the production, and the rol e 1t pl ayed for them 

as audience members . 
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for the Portfolio: 

By participating . in . the activities , students have already produced some 
evidence of thei_r mvolvem~nt in the investigation (produced documentation ): 
They have the list of physical and behavioral attributes of their character, the 
first sketch of _the characte_r with the important prop or costume piece, and 
they have all Journal entnes including drawings of characters from the 
performance. Videotape may also exist. 

Allow time for students to expand on the sketches of their characters, re
drawing (or painting, or any other medium) them in more detail and with 
appli cation of color. 

Adaptation for Younger Students: 
If students are too young to work successfully in pairs in Exercise A, choose 
two or more character types to develop and perform as a class . When 
performances are ready, di vide the class into halves and cont inue as before. 

Younger students al so may need the assistance of an adult or older student in 
writing down reflecti ve thoughts and artwork annotations. 
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APPENDIX B 
List of Collaborators 



ADDITIONAL PARTNERS IN THE COLLA 
BORATION 
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Our coll aborati ve partnership during the 1994_
1995 t t f · d · · d school year took place in a larger con ex ? rn 1v1 uals and institutions mo . 

the text. Special thanks to those wh . '. st 0_f whom are mentioned in 
journe y . o part1c1pated With us directly in our 

Head Middle School 
Mu sic specialist: Dolores Nicholson 
Physical Education specialist: Forrest Melton 
Additional Design Team members : Jim Baringer, Bob Pierson, Barbara Wright. 
Principal: Nancy Rhea 

Leonard Bernstein Center for Education Through the Arts 
Manager of Artistic Direction: Andrew Krichels 
Artistic Design Consultants: Hunter Moore, Margaret Officer, Jane Perry, 

Pam Toll 
Director of Schools Center: Linda Miller 
Manager of Research: Karen Stevens 
Liaison to Metropolitan Nashville Board of Education: Phyllis Thompson 
Alexander Bernstein: Founding Chairman 
Scott T. Massey: Founding President 

Nashville Institute for the Arts 
Teaching Artists : Amy Calzadilla, Mindy Congleton , Kara Parrish , Ricky Rus sell 
Director of School Programs: Susan Sanders 
Assistant Director of School Programs : Ben Reynolds 
Program Manager: Karina Bull 
Senior Advisor: Eric Booth (also the first Director of Teachers Center for the 

Bernstein Center) 
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PRE.SEY AV ASH REFLECTION SHEET 
8/29/94 

Webster's New World Dictionary (1976) d f 
e ine an arti t a "a h 
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works in or is skilled in any of th f per on w o 
th eatre and dan ce) . e me arts (such a the vi ual art , mu ic. 

*Based on your own ex perience , ho Id w wou you de cri be an arti t'l 

*Do yo u consider yourself to be an art i t'> h ' · or wh y not? 

Se ya va s h is a new modern ball et. The ompo er (mu i and the 
choreog raph er (dance ) orked together to rea te the erf rm n e 

* Describe what you kn ow about hO\\ mpo r \I, r . "hat the · tu al l do. 

* Descri be what yo u kn w a ut h v. horeo ra her \I, or . \\ hat they 

ac tuall y do. 

* Imag ine and de cribe how a 
toge th er. 

om . er and a hore gm her migh t w r 

·our o,,·n life (a t . h I. at home. 
* Is there an)•thin g in h he 'l 

f mp er. and re ra 
that i like the work 

r any \\here el e) 
·. e the ' of 

thi s page if y u need more pa e. 

- --------:;- Ca.r I Ponder. A DC 
HEA D MIDDLE CHOOL. BC · 19 · 
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[Reflection ideas delivered to s . ,. usan and 
creation even conducted as part of the Karen for use after the 

The Blood of Seyavash 
"ac t of 
in ves tig ati on.] 

THOUGHTS ABOUT THE POST-PERFORMAN 
CE INTERVIEW I 0/3/94 

I do still think it's a wonderful ide f 1 
h If f 

· , a or ots of reas · . . 
for a o it, Karen s documenters . ons to split thi s interview _ 

If S 
, continue to ask th . 

last ha , usan s groups ask Karen' b . e questi ons, and for the 
• · s a out being th d 

an interview format (questions on pa ) K e ocumenter . Creatin g . . per as aren d'd 1 . 
idea again , for both groups. Would .t . 1 ast time seems a good 

. 1 save time and t bl f . 
you brainstorm questions with the kids h rou . e or you 1f, when 
their journal s and then work from tha;'J Yt 

O 
~d 

th
em write them down in 

to start.) · erox in g, but till uniform place 

I know grades are du e thi s week With the · · . · parent que t1 onn a1re to help 
capture some thin gs, th e "debriefin g" could prob bl · · 

k 
'J a y wait until th e end of th e 

wee , or even next week. You guys know better th an I. 

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS 
*The mo st important ques tion s mi ght be th e one th at have to do with how 
thi s creative process and in vesti gation of whi ch the y have ju t bee n a part 
relates to anything else m th en Ii e - Doe it look like an yth ing in thei r 
li ves now, or could th ey !MAGI E u in g thi rea ti ve in ve tigatio n and 
development of a work of art (or omething el e .. .. ) in an other area of th eir 
lives . My completely unhidden agenda here i to try to open th e doo r on th e 
idea th at thi s is a way th ey can approa h an y kind of lea rn ing .. ... and to help 
th em see what spec tac ul ar thin g th ey ha ve done .... 

*The oth er "bookend" ques ti on whi ch I did not in lu de in the paren t 
questionnaire (balancin g intere tin g for th em and th e child toge th er, a we ll 
as trying to ask ques ti ons that did not need too mu h bac kgro und in fo rm ati on 
included in them) is abou t th e work of co mpo er and cho reog rapher . \\ e 
asked them to spec ul ate about th at from their own pre ent kn ow ledge befo re 
th e whole process started. After th e work with the TA . the ac t of reati on 
stu ff, and see in g th e production, what do they kn ow or what can they 
im ag in e n ow about th e indi vidu al and coll aborati ve work of co mpo er and 

ch o reog r ap h e r s. 

If yo u have time. it wou ld be great if ou could ha\'e _them capture their 
th ouoht s about these tw o topic s ind ividu all y 1n their Journal ~efo re_ the 

i:, . . . . · ·11 r·me th e pump fo r the d1 cu ions 
group interview d1 scuss1ons - 1t w1 P 1 . . . . 
a d k 

· · "before and after" for each ind1,·1dual child . 
n ma e 1t easier to see 

Questions fo r Su san's kids to as k Karen 's might include - wh at wa it h~e to dbe 
the documenter? Did it ge t easier or harder ') How do you . com[ up ""

1
;11 goo 

qu es tions? (Now THERE'S a yearl ong avenue of in, e t1gat1 on or u a .. 

Y 
· . D'd learn any thin l! ab out your own creat ive 

earlong, hell , lifelong!) 1 you ~ 
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Proce. s (c reatin g their dances from BOY) by a k' . 
1 . s mg questions about someone 

else's? OH. Maybe something about - did you come to f 1 l'k · ,, ee I e you were a part 
of "your . group pr?cess_, or feel any ownership about their dance? (I would 
reall y be interested m this -. we are, after all, trying to find ways to give 
students ownership of learning, of the results of their investigations - I 
wonder if thi s worked in this way?????) 

ONE LAST THOUGHT 
Eric 's investigations in P-P learning have turned toward the idea of narrative 
_ putting new knowledge into our own life's story, creating a narrative in 
which we give new facts meaning (and therefore retain and use them) -
Maybe in the week of the 11th we could have them look back over the 
documentation they have of this process and write or tell each other the story 
of thi s series of activities . Could this in any way also fit in with a literary 
curricular agenda? THIS CAN DEFINITELY WAIT UNTIL NEXT WEEK, and might 
be a logical extension of our work in P-Ps already scheduled for that week. 



October 3, 1994 

Dear Parent, 
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Last Friday your child attended a perfo 
performed by the Nashville Ballet Armance THE BLOOD OF SEYAVASH 

• · new work b d . ' 
legend , the piece was created with th N . ase on an ancient Persian 
Diane Coburn Bruning and composer Be h ~hville_ Ballet by choreographer 
activities were planned around this wor: ~~ a~anJbaran. Many c!assroom 
performance and to deepen curricular w k h. to prepare the children for the 
. W ld 1· or w ich was hap . h ume. e wou ike to offer these questio penm~ at t e same 

interview your child about her or his n~ to you_ as a format with which to 

d
. . expenence with SEYAVASH d h 

work surroun mg it. By asking you to write down . , an t e 
these questions , we hope to offer you a chance t Jour child s responses to 
child's school experiences, as well as capture as 

O 
share more_ deeply in your 

h 1 d th h h • • . muc as possible of what he or 
s e ekarn: r?~g . t e _actlVl_ties and performance . Thank you so much for 
your m participation m this exciting process. 

*Tell me about the performance of THE BLOOD OF SEY AV ASH (which 
attended last Friday) . you 

*What happened during the sessions to prepare for SEY AV ASH with the 
Teaching Artists , Mindy (dance) and Ricky (music )? 

*Tell me about creating your own dance in class. (Students worked 
collaboratively in small groups , taking episodes from the book THE BOY OF THE 
PAINTED CA VE for their inspiration. ) 

*What was it like to be a documenter and to ask questions a Ms. Standbrook' 
class created their dances , and then tau ght them to profess ional dancers from 

the Nashville Ballet? 

*Did the dance you were following look the way you th ought it would aft er the 

professional dancers learned and worked with it? 

*In what ways was the performace of THE BLOOD OF SEY AV ASH like you 

expected it to be? 

*In what ways was it different from your expectations? 

*In d 
1
·nspi·red by BOY OF THE PAI TED CA_ V')E, you 

creating your own ance or 
created a new work of art. Do you consider yourself to be an arti st . Why, 

wh y not? 

Wh t kinds of thin gs do you think your 
**Just for you , the parent, to answer - a of SEY AV ASH , and from 
child learned from experiencing the pe_rformate 
participating in the projects surrounding it · 
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October 3, 1994 

Dear Parent, 

Last Friday your child att_ended a performance THE BLOOD OF SEY AV ASH, 
performed by t?e Nash ville Ballet. A new work based on an ancient Persian 
legend , the piece _was created with the Nashville Ballet by choreographer 
Diane Coburn Bruning and composer Behzad Ranjbaran. Man y class ro om 
activities were planned around thi s work of art to prepare the children for the 
performance and t_o deepen curricular work whi ch was happening at the same 
time. We would hke to offer these questi ons to you as a form at with whi ch to 
interview your child about her or hi s experience with SEY AV ASH and the 
work surrounding it. By asking you to write down your child 's res ponses to 
these questions , we hope to offer you a chance to share more deepl y in yo ur 
child's school experiences , as well as capture as much as possible of what he or 
she learned through the acti vities and performance. Thank yo u so much fo r 
your kind participation in thi s excitin g proces s. 

*Tell me about the performance of THE BLOOD OF SEY AV AS H (which you 
attended last Friday) . 

*What happened during the sess ions to prepare for SEY AV ASH with the 
Teaching Arti sts, Mindy (dance) and Ri cky (mu ic )? 

*Tell me about creatin g your own dance in cla . (Student worked 
co ll aborati vely in small groups, tak ing epi ode from the book THE BOY OF THE 
PAINTED CAVE for their inspi rati on.) 

l.k to have profess ional dancers from the *What was it 1 e 
and perform yo ur dance'1 

th e way yo u th ought it would') *Did yo ur dance look 

a hville Balle t learn 

Of THE BLOOD OF SEY A VASH like you 
*In what ways was the perfo rm ace 
ex pec ted it to be? 

. ') 

Was it different from your expectation . 
*In what ways 

inspired by BOY OF THE PAINTED CA ~E, Wyohu 
*In creating your own dance •d your elf to be an art1 t • Y, or 

f t Do you cons1 er created a new work o ar · 
why not? 
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BEFORE RITE OF SPRING, 
111719 Name 4 

---------------------------
*What is a biome or ecosys tem? 
think it might be?) (If you don't know, 

or are not sure, what do you 

*What is THE RITE OF SPRING? What do you know about it? 

*Can you imagine what biomes/ecosystems and THE RITE OF SPRING might have 
in common , how they might be alike? 

*You have heard THE RITE OF SPRING, or parts of it, on tape and through the CD 
ROM program. What do you imagine will be different about experiencing the 
music in a live performance? 

LBC - Head Middle School, Susan Standbrook-classroom teacher, Carol Ponder-ADC 
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AFTER RITE OF SPRING, 11/8/94 
Name __________________ _ 

*Now that you have been to THE RITE OF SPRI G, a live performance of the 
usic by a symphony orchestra in a concert hall filled with everal hundred 

;ther audience members, what was different about experiencing the mu ic 
in thi s way rather than through a tape, or CD , or CD RO program '> 

. k ou fee\'> De ri e our fe hn 
*How did the mu 1c ma e 

in mu h d tatl 

as po sible . 
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m ---- ---- ------

*\\'hat i TH E RITE OF SPRI G? S . 
· ummanze your knowledge and experience of it. 

""Imagine what bi omes and THE RITE OF SPRING might have in common, how 
they might be alike . Use the back of thi s page, if necessary . 

LB C · Head Middle Schoo l. Susan Standbrook-classroom teacher. Carol Ponder-ADC 



BEFORE MACBETH, 1/18/95 
Name - ---------

*What do you know about putting on a play? 

11 4 

*Is there anything else that you do, or have done, that is like putting 
on a play: 

-At school? 

-At home? 

-At church? 

-Anywhere else? 

LBC - Head Middle School. 
Susan Standbrook-foc us classroom teacher. 

carol Ponder-ADC. 



Thi s li st of refl ec ti on ideas f M 
d h . or ac be th was delivered to the s1·xth gra e teac ers via emai l. 

Febru ary 7, 1995 
Su san and _Karen_ and I thought it mi ht be a . . 
a 11 t of d1 scuss1on or journaling idea~ f b fppropnate to Just make 

CBETH h or e ore and after 
MA rat er than a reflection sheet 
question~ to your ne_eds. THIS LIST IS NOT ~~J1~scl~ tailor the 
means, JUS t some ideas. E by any 

JUST BEFORE MACBETH 
*Look for how the actors movements - from blocking to bod 
language - support or enhance the words . y 
*Look for how the setting (set, costumes , props, sound, Ii hts) 
support or enhance the words. g 
*For those who are mounting scenes in class : Pay attention to how 
"your"scene is treated in this production . 

IMMEDIATELY AFTER MACBETH (or as soon as you can) 
*What did you experience, what was your overall impression? 
*What did you think of the actors' performances? 
*How well could you understand the performance, movement as 
well as language? 
*How well did the actors movements/body language support their 
words?Were there any surprises (they did something that 
surprised you considering what they were saying .... ) 
*How well did the setting support the words? Were there any 
surprises? 
*Were any of the emotions that the actors were portraying 
familiar to you? Have you ever felt that way? 
*Is there an activity that we did that really helped you in 
understanding and enjoying MACBETH? What was it , and how or 
why did it help? 

(In addition to any questions you've used - have THE~ create a good 
question , just for themselves, or use this to start a dialogue.) --What 
best question would it be important to ask someone, after they saw 
thi s production of MACBETH, to help them reflect on and 
understand the play? What question would you most want to be 
asked about the performance? 

I hope this is helpful _ as always, call if there is anything I can do . 

11 5 



TO: WO DERFUL O partic ipants. 

FROM : Carol Ponder 

April 5, 1995 

Dear Friends-

As you know, the follow-up session for THE W . 
in the week after Spring break In thi·s . ONDERFUL O 1s 

. · sess10n we are t · 
somethmg that has never been done before h' . rymg 
the cast in for a question-and-answer Folio- . avmg a member of 

. . · wmg are some 
sugges tion s that might be helpful in preparing 

· · ( h' · your students for thi s session not mg 1s worse for EVERYBODY th • 
answer with no questions!) an a question-and-

! have asked the actors to come in costume fo t 
· d h k'd r wo reasons -

to_ re_mm t e I s (after a we~k's break) of who they are and what 
thi s 1s about, and so that the kids can ask questions of two v 
different people--the actor, and th~ character he or she pla~{d. 

So - to prepare for the session (sometime in the week of the 
17th before your actor comes) you might : 

I) Recall the show to mind. Remember the play together, review 
an y post-show reflection, look at any artifacts from your 
pre para ti on for the performance, things like that. 

2) Discuss the fact that an actor from the show will be in your room 
to answer question s about the performance, and about theatrical 
production in general, if that is your wish . Make clear that they 
will be there to answer questions in two persona - as themselves, 
the professional actor, and as the character they played. 

-Discuss the kinds of information that you can get from any 
specialized "expert practitioner. " 

-Discuss what kind of information you can get from the 
professional actor. Create specific questions . 

-Discuss what kind of information you can get from the 
character in the play. Create specific questions . 

Part of the fun of this session could be in identifying and keeping 
straight just who is supposed to answer which q_uestion .- the actor, 
or the character. It may get confusin~ \I know it does _m 
rehearsal!), but the actors will be thmkmg hard on thelf feet , and 

it should be a lovely and productive game. C . . d 
If you have any questions. or s~ggestions, ~!ikedat~i::1 i~nas 

Ms. Standbrook were in on planning th1 s after ~e h me at 
a possibility at the consultation, and you can a ways reac 
home. See you from the stage! 

I 16 



SUSAN STANDBROOK, FOCUS CLASSROOM TEACHER 
WEEKLY REFLECTION 

How did the week go? 

What worked well ? (Would I do it again, any changes?) 

What didn 't work so well ? (Would I do it again , any changes?) 

What was unexpected? 

What do I absolutely NOT want to forget? 

New in sight s, reflection , observation : 

11 7 

DATE: 



WEEKLY REFLECTION (STUDENT) 
(Use the back of this page as necessary.) DATE ----
*What was your favorite or 
during the past week. Why? moS

t 
intereS ting learning experience 

*Describe something you found to be difficult or frustrating , and 
explain why you found it to be so . 

*Describe something in which you want to improve or get better? 

*What about your experiences or learning in thi s past week was 
artistic, or made you feel like an artist? 

LBC-Head S St dbrook Karen Catignani-classroom 
Middle School. usan an , 

teachers . Carol Ponder-ADC . 3/95 . 

118 
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VITA 

Carol Ponder, born in 1954, comes f 
rom a family of educators and 

performers in Asheville, North Carolina. 
She attended public elementary and 

high schools in Buncombe County, North Carolina. 
She entered the 

University of the South at Sewanee in 1971, where 
she completed her 

freshman and sophomore years of undergraduate work, then transferred to 

The University of North Carolina in 1973 where she graduated with a 

Bachelor of Arts in English in 1975. She entered the graduate college at 

Austin Peay State University in January of I 993 and received a Master of 

Arts degree in Speech, Communications and Theatre in May of J 996. 

As an actress, singer, and musician , Ponder has performed on stage 

in over 100 plays throughout the Southeast in the last 20 years , and has 

recently begun working in television and film as well. She has worked 

extensively as a vocal coach, taught acting workshops and private 

guitar lessons, and Master classes in stage performance skills . 

Ponder has many years of experience in the field of education 

through the arts. She has worked with the Wolf Trap Early Learning 

Through the Arts Head Start Program in Crossville, TN and Nash ville since 

1988 . In addition to appearing in many shows for Nashville Academy 

Theatre , she has taught in that theatre 's after- school creative dramatics 

program. She has worked since 1991 with the Nashville Institute for 

h. ·th classroom teachers , 
the Arts as a Teaching Artist in partners 1P wi 

Kindergarten-12 . k a Teaching Artist in 
With the Institute, she wor s as 

music, dance and opera. Working 
multiple disciplines including theatre, 

three original Artistic Directors 
for the Institute , she was one of the 
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for th e Eakin Schoo l Pr oject during the 1993-1994 school year. 

During th e 1994-1995 schoo l year she worked with the Leonard Bernstein 

Center fo r Educati on through the Arts as the Artistic Design Consultant 

for Head Middle School, and as a consultant for the ten Bernstein Center pilot 

model schools in the development and use of Process-Portfolio (a hands-on 

education and alternative assessment tool that is under development). 

During the 1995-1996 school year she served as Process-Portfolio consultant for 

all ten Bernstein Center schools, and returned to the classroom as a Teaching 

Artist for the Nashville Institute for the Arts . Ponder has also worked as a 

consultant in portfolio use , systematic reflection, and training Teaching 

Artists for the Nashville Institute for the Arts and other arts in education 

organizations. 

She presently works in the Nashville area as a free-lance performer in 

several professional theatrical venues, and as a Teaching Arti st and consultant 

for the Nashville Institute or f the Arts and in many parts of the country with 

other organizations concerned with education through the arts. 
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